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ENERGY of MUSIC INTRODUCTION:
Music is not only a universal gift, it is also a universal language. From all the corners of the globe,
music is the common communicator.
We now have the opportunity to strive a little closer towards and emulate the perfection of music that
prevails throughout the universe, not just Earth.
We have been in awe of the beauty of such songs such as ‘Amazing Grace’ and the works of classical
composers. We have wondered at these great gifts to humanity and pondered how further works of such
beauty and joy can be created.
Teachings that have been introduced to us, commencing on 31 May 1914, and research undertaken by
the likes of Dr David R Hawkins, open up the possibilities of a focused development of further soul
lifting works in music that all of humanity can enjoy for the eons to come.
Firstly, let us reflect on the word content of the proposed music. The message(s) within the lyrics may
have a base founded on love. To date, this love is realised on man’s endeavours and is referred to as
Natural Love, all such inspiring music has been this way for thousands of years. During the first century
we were introduced to Divine Love, however, those teaching were almost totally lost to us by 325AD.
Since the advent of the messages that commenced in 1914 and continue being recorded today, we have
been re-introduced to the availability of Divine Love and its many aspects. The publication of these
messages and teachings only commenced in a readily distributable form in 2008.
Following on from Dr David Hawkins’ published kinesiology muscle testing methods, applying the Map
of Consciousness, one can test the level of truth and corresponding level of love applicable to any set of
lyrics considered for any musical composition. This testing takes only a few minutes to undertake.
Natural Love begins to prevail when the calibrations observed are above 500 on Hawkins’ Map of
Consciousness (MoC). Consider the calibrations that Dr Hawkins has published that follow.
The peak calibration for anything that is based on Natural Love is 1,000. Teachings, messages, and
writings that are based on Divine Love typically calibrate over 1,000. Thus, forming the lyrics to be set
to music that are founded on the core teachings of Divine Love then the potential to produce music
infused with the essence of Divine Love will have greater enduring and profound benefits for humanity.
When one focuses upon a particular activity, then the intuition sharpens upon same and grows the
potential in that particular field. When a music writer develops his/her skills along the lines of
presenting music with a high content of natural love, his/her intuitive support is amplified along those
lines. When a music writer becomes aware of the Divine Love and that its energy is that of the ultimate
high octane super fuel, when compared to natural love, then the intuitive support shifts and is replaced
with assistance to aid the delivery of Divine Love and its wondrous gifts for humanity. This also results
in a profound development and growth of the writer’s soul condition.
As writer and composer develop their personal awareness of the Divine Love, their delivery of musical
material will be amplified with the essence of this Love. The Love is multi-layered, this will result in
the musical works never tiring, and these productions will be enduring and be embraced by audiences in
all quarters and for eons to come.
These observations have been clearly demonstrated in many personal experiences of living with the
Love. The conveyance of the Love through the medium of music is a gift to all. The harmony and well
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being resulting from Divine Love via all of the genres of music will find a place in the hearts of man in
all walks of life. The harmony shared through these mediums will lift the quality of life for all those
who receive this gift, no matter how minimal or nominal that may be; the gift will always benefit the
listener.
It is only with the availability of the teachings over the past 100 years and with the application of
kinesiology muscle testing in conjunction with the Map of Consciousness (MoC) table does the music
industry stand at the threshold to deliver profound gifts to humanity through the medium of most of the
genres of music.
The Father’s Love is freely given when we have a sincere longing for His Love. Many receive small
portions of this Love without any knowledge or understanding of what Its nature is. Through the
medium of music the awareness of the availability of this Love, and its gifts, upon longing for and
receiving same, can be shared to all.

“Never can one man do more for another man than by making it known of the
availability of the Feeling Healing process and Divine Love.”
JD
Conversely, music that lacks the substance of love is very harmful to the listener. One’s physical health
is often compromised by music that is unloving. This is not the purpose of a musician. It is generally a
result of lack of understanding of the results coming from such works.
The difficulty with understanding this gift of Divine Love is its simplicity. All one needs to do is to
long for it! This is all the message need be in medium of music.
We now have the opportunity to embrace the teachings of the past 100 years and deliver to the audiences
of the world gifts of music that have never been equalled throughout humanities history.

Our Mother and Father simply desire for us to ask for Their Love.

“Every day is a day of devotion.”
Please Mother and Father, may I receive Your LOVE.
God's Divine Love: Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it.
Our salvation IS the embracing of Feeling Healing process and Divine Love.
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SCRIPTURES and SPIRITUAL WRITINGS:
P.366 Truth vs Falsehood by David Hawkins
(The following is only a partial list)
calibrations by David Hawkins
A Course in Miracles (workbook)
600
A Course in Miracles (textbook)
550
Book of Revelation (Bible – New Testament)
70
Dead Sea Scrolls
260
Genesis (Lamsa Bible)
660
Gnostic Gospels
400
Gospel of St Luke
699
Gospel of St Thomas
660
Kabbalah
605
King James Bible (from the Greek)
475
Koran
700
Lamsa Bible (from the Aramaic)
495
Lamsa Bible (minus the Old Testament and Book of Revelation,
but including Genesis, Psalms, and Proverbs)
880 (highest calibration of all bibles)
New Testament (King James Version after deletion of the
Book of Revelation)
790
Book of Revelation (John) relates to the 1st Century AD and is in gross error.
New Testament (King James Version from the Greek)
640
Psalms (Lamsa Bible)
650
Proverbs (Lamsa Bible)
350
Talmud
595
Tibetan Book of the Dead
575
Torah
550
Note: Following calibrations done by others:
Divine Love based truths
Book of Truths (containing the Padgett Messages)
True Gospel Revealed Anew by Jesus Vol I, II, III, IV
Revelation via Dr Daniel Samuels
Judas of Kerioth
The Golden Leaf
The Richard Messages
The Divine Universe
Celestial Soul Condition
Shining Toward Spirit Vol I, II, III
Family Reunion Afterlife Contact
Traveller and Destiny
James Moncrief 10 major publications

Map of Consciousness
calibrate over 1,000
1914 – 1923
1,492.4
1914 – 1923
1,482.4
1954 – 1963
1,490
2001 – 2003
1,482.1
2008
2012 – 2013
1,484
2012 – 2013
1,494.7
2013
1,480
2014 – 2015
1,484
2014 – 2015
1,486
2014 – 2015
1,485
2002 – ongoing
1,490

Divine Love was taught and understood by early Christianity up until the Nicaean Council:
Christianity – Early
calibrations by David Hawkins
First Century – “The Way” (Divine Love was understood)
980
The Apostles
905 – 990
Gnostics
510
Prior to Council of Nicaea
840
After Council of Nicaea (325 AD) Constantine took control
485
(Divine Love teaching are now all lost)
Humanity as a whole calibrates on the Map of Consciousness
210
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MAP of CONSCIOUSNESS CALIBRATIONS reflect the nature of the TOPIC:
The level of truth of a topic or subject is reflected in the calibration through employing Dr David R
Hawkins’ Map of Consciousness with kinesiology muscle testing. A publication or movie about
manufacturing food would be around 200, whereas meals prepared in a loving home would be around
500. The subject of pornography through to war would be less than 200, whereas natural love topics can
readily be over 500 and up into the 800’s plus. Material introducing Feeling Healing with Divine Love,
by its nature, will range between 1,480 to 1,500 on Dr David R Hawkins’ Map of Consciousness (MoC),
in its purest form of presentation. This has never been previously achieved.
MAP of CONSCIOUSNESS
God, our Heavenly Mother and Father
Celestial Heavens peak
Feeling Healing / Divine Love teachings
Now at one with Heavenly Parents
Feeling Healing with Divine Love
Natural Love peak
Pascas WorldCare (as a platform)
Lamsa Bible (minus the Old Testament
and Book of Revelation, but including
Genesis, Psalms, and Proverbs)
Koran
Torah
Cookies made for Family
Enter EITHER natural or divine pathway
Peak of mind total orientation
King James Bible (from the Greek)
Roman Catholic Church
Home cooked sea fish + organic salad
Home roasted free range chicken + salad
Wine or Beer
Roman Catholicism administration
Tea green
Humanity
Vegetarianism
Muesli
Food
Food, Commercial Cat
Food, Commercial Machine-made
Black Tea
Percolated Coffee / Cappuccino / etc
Corn Flakes
Fish (living in ocean)
Bacteria

MoC
Infinity
1,500
1,480 –
1,500
1,081
1,080
1,000

calibrations
Location being Isle of Paradise
3rd Celestial Heaven (10thspirit Mansion World)
3rd Celestial Heaven spirit guided

880
880

5th spirit Mansion World with Divine Love.
4th spirit Mansion World equivalent being
natural love orientated, the Bible is taking one
away from truth – their soul based feelings.
4th spirit Mansion World equivalent.
First five books of the 24 books of the Tanakh.
Made with love (this supports cooking shows).
2nd natural love OR 3rd Divine Love spirit world.
1st spirit Mansion World peak.

700
550
520
500
499
475
450
410
410
330
305
300
212
205
205
200
192 – 202
188 – 200
185
165
85
20
1

1st Celestial Heaven entry at Jerusem
7th Divine Love transitional sphere to Heavens
6th spirit Mansion World peak– can’t go further!

Church (worldwide) – mind controlled – reason.
(in moderation!)
As an institution in year 2004.
The population of the world overall.
Above 200 is pro-life – positive.
At this level and above food is life enhancing.
Below 200 is anti-life – negative.
Energy dense but nutrition poor.
Refining of most foods removes nutrients.
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ENERGY of MUSIC:
Truth vs Falsehood by Dr David R Hawkins – pages 97 – 103

Note:
The Map of Consciousness scale is from 1 to 1,000
The Map of Consciousness (MoC) table is based on the common log of 10. It is not a numeric table.
A calibration increase of 1 point is in fact a
10 fold increase in energy.
A calibration increase of 10 points is in fact a
10,000,000,000 fold increase in energy.
Thus the energy differentials are in fact enormous!
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We see that the effects of compassion, love, and the energy of the heart result in extremely high
calibrations, which signify devotion to beauty, both aesthetic and effective. This is also a physiological
phenomenon, as demonstrated by the “goose bumps” feeling of a appreciative audience that also
frequently weeps with tears of joy. Audiences unabashedly weep at performances of the blind Andrea
Bocelli, as they once did at those of Enrico Caruso. The music of George Harrison was openly
devotional. Bagpipes, at 505, signify valour rather than just courage and therefore instil consternation in
a would-be enemy.
Of interest is the sound of the “keening” of Celtic ballads, such as those heard in the videotape of
“Riverdance”. The high-soprano solos have a hauntingly beautiful energy that calibrates at 640-650.
The Irish bagpipes convey the same “other worldliness”. The effect is entrancing and best described as
ethereal. The total effect is similar to the state of consciousness that prevails past consciousness level of
600. There is sound but it is enshrouded in infinite stillness and timelessness. The sound also awakens
a sense of ancient familiarity and a longing to return to a pristine existence of purity, clarity, peace, and
beauty.
Military music is in a class by itself and importantly reveals the disparity between appearance and
essence. The Edinburgh Castle Military Tattoo (calibrates 505) is an annual event that draws many
thousands of spectators from all over the world. More than one thousand performers from the world’s
major countries represent their cultures’ most skilled and highly trained military bands and precision
drill teams. Their performances are breath-taking, and the huge crowd of spectators becomes silent with
respect for the high degree of excellence displayed (e.g., the Swiss drum teams). Then to their surprise,
the spectators begin to cry from the upsurge of a deeply stirring emotion (calibrates 520) that is the
energy of honour, valour, and love for one’s human heritage and its representation as family, culture,
and fellow man. The male bonding in war is a calibration level 510 (World War II). At the end of the
Tattoo, one hundred bagpipes play “Queen of My Heart”, which calibrates at 525 and leaves the
audience in a state of awed silence at the surprising and unexpected upsurge of deep, profound emotion.
It is this hidden human trend that is then exploited by rulers who know how to manipulate this
underlying, deep reservoir of intrinsically integrous, dormant energy for political purposes.
The loyalty of the populace to their country and culture is unsophisticated and arises from early
childhood, where faith and trust in one’s parents are total and as yet unblemished by intellection of
external influences. It is the trusting heart of the inner child that is captured by the wily political
manipulations of fallacy. This trusting, uncritical naiveté is even more vulnerable to seduction by
persuasive political leaders who have religious power or authority. The lambs are led to slaughter by
virtue of their innocence, which is simultaneously their weakness and their strength.
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This is an inner awareness among former military men who openly weep at reunions, including those
with former enemies. Notably, it is always the military themselves who are the first to quickly forgive
their former enemies at war’s end (Brooke, 2004). This phenomenon, surprising, is experienced almost
immediately after the last gunshot has been fired. Many men cover up the deep emotion by joining the
jubilant celebration, but deep within is an inner knowingness of the depths out of which love and
integrity arise, the core meaning of what Valhalla really signifies. It is not about war at all, but it took
war to bring it to the surface. The mutual respect for honourable valour is demonstrated by the military
career of the famous “Red Baron” of World War I, Manfred von Richthofen (cal. 385). As the leading
“ace of aces” pilot for the Luftwaffe, he won eighty air combats and shot down fifty-two British planes
but was finally killed in combat. He was so respected that the Allies (Australia Flying Corps) gave him
a full military funeral. The greatness of the Great Generation” of World War II was of the heart, not just
the result of winning, for the winning was just the consequence of the power of the inner heart itself.
The naiveté of the heart is exploited by propaganda that appeals to serve the “Fatherland” or the
“Motherland”. Trustingly, the followers give allegiance to “the Great Leader” and fall into childlike
obedience. Like lemmings, they follow the megalomaniac Pied Piper over the cliff. Thus, naiveté can
and does lead to devastation. The only possible protection is to know the real truth via calibrated levels
of consciousness / truth of leaders or teachers. False spiritual leaders and “gurus” present the same
pitfalls to ensnare the unwary.
The energy of classical music has a very positive impact on later behaviours and learning capacity, and
increases the level of consciousness. It results in more advanced development of neuronal connections
and patterning. Interestingly, it also results in higher mathematical capability and the transitioning from
lower to higher mind. The exposure to classical music in childhood and early life results in attraction to
peace, truth, and beauty, and aversion to violence, falsity, and gross vulgarity. The sensitivity to
aesthetics provides a natural crossover network that also facilitates the emergence of spiritual awareness
and non-ego awareness.
Clinically, the benefits of early life exposure to the classical arts are confirmed by a 75% lower rate of
crime. If that is also combined with a religious upbringing, the later-life incidences of crime drop by
90%. (If playing chess is added, the rate drops another 1%.)
Rock-and-roll, hip-hop, and disco, as well as country-western music, have broad appeal in which the
rhythm itself carries an unseen energy in response to which people feel glad to be alive, and the dancing
is a collective celebration. It is interesting to look at the difference in the consciousness level of the
Beatles’ music and that of the Rolling Stones, “the greatest rock-and-roll band that ever lived”. In the
performance of the Beatles, we see dedication to music as a creative art. Eventually, the group
disbanded due to the individuality of its members, each following their own muse. In contrast, the
Rolling Stones group has continued to perform for more than thirty years, held together by a group
commitment similar to that of a team. While the creativity of the Beatles was primarily guided by the
expression of inner musical inspiration, the Stones are highly participatory and interact intuitively with
the emotionality of the audience, which is pulled into the performance rather than just remaining as
spectators.
At lower calibration levels, music becomes predominately sensationalistic and celebrates the lowest
elements of humanity by glamorising rape, criminality, violence, death by hollow-point bullets, and
other extremes and excesses of brutality. As was described in Power vs Force, it is the energy of the
music itself, even without the lyrics, that negatively affects the body’s acupuncture system and makes it
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go weak. This was originally discovered by Dr John Diamond, who published the information in the
late 1970s (Diamond, 1979).
The lower calibration levels show that violence and sexuality are heavily exploited (“sex sells”), and an
allure is cast over unrestricted hedonism. This message goes out via the media to impact impressionable
adolescents who are easily captivated by the energy of “glamour” itself. This unique energy was
described in one of Alice Bailey’s books (Glamour, 1950). It is an energy that is projected externally
and imbues its object with exaggerated desirability that quickly fades because it is not a quality of the
admired object but an ego projection from the observer. The public does the same thing with the images
of the megalomaniacal dictators who, when stripped of their trappings, appear pathetic and forlorn and
ultimately choose suicide to prevent exposure of the illusion.
The behavioural consequences of such low-energy programming in adolescents desensitizes and blunts
sensitivity, resulting in behaviours for which the parents are blamed, whereas the source of the negative
influence actually stems from the media and the culture of peer groups. The seriousness of this
deleterious effect was brought to public attention by CORE (Congress of Racial Equality), which
created the “five worst” list (group calibration 80) of negative “gangster rap” entertainers (CNN News,
3/8/04). In defence, the rappers state that they are climbing out of poverty and demonstrating the
benefits of free enterprise, i.e., they are a stepping stone out of squalor, hopelessness, and poverty, after
which they become entrepreneurs and hopefully merge into more integrous business enterprises.
Adolescents respond primarily to the pressures of peers and the media and give lip service to parents.
This disrespect for parents is aided and abetted by current social, educational, and political forces that
derive a senses of power from disclaiming the authenticity of all authority. The error is based on the
misperception of integrous, true authority as non-authentic authoritarianism, i.e., the “post-modern”
rejection of logic, intelligence, rationality, and ethics.
Thus, today’s adolescent is barraged with non-integrous programming and seduction by the media and
peers (Guthrie, 2004). At the same time, the protections of traditional standards of ethics and morality
are under vociferous attack. The difficulty is that free speech, in and of itself, is actually neutral and,
like money, it is the use to which it is put that ascertains whether it is beneficial or harmful. The
downside is somewhat analogous to giving guns to children who have had no training in safety, much
less morality or ethics.
A society that rejects morality becomes dominated by sensationalism, glamour, and expediency. It finds
that the downside of its youth is difficult to salvage because it lacks the strength of the convictions of
ethical certainty in times of decisional crises. The consciousness field of this subculture is like an
engine without a governor or a flywheel. Interestingly, shopping malls have discovered that playing
classical music in the parking lot repels adolescents, who then quit “hanging out” in them.

Feeling
Healing with
Divine Love is
the key!

PA S
SCA
PER
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CONSCIOUSNESS and EMOTIONS:
Consciousness = Soul Condition. One’s Soul Condition is equal to the average of all of the held
emotions. Soul condition is the sum total of all of the different emotions, desires, passions, etc., all
wrapped up together in terms of how much love there is in every one of those.

The Final Doorway to Enlightenment / Nonduality
The beginning of the Nonlinear Realm

500

The beginning of Integrity

200

Note:
The Map of Consciousness scale is from 1 to 1,000
The Map of Consciousness (MoC) table is based on the common log of 10. It is not a numeric table.
A calibration increase of 1 point is in fact a
10 fold increase in energy.
A calibration increase of 10 points is in fact a
10,000,000,000 fold increase in energy.
Thus the energy differentials are in fact enormous!
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NATURAL LOVE or HUMANITY’s ERRONEOUS EMOTIONS:
Your soul, being your real you, is an emotional being. Your soul, though a thought of God, does
not possess anything of the divine within it. It existed in a state of bliss, in a natural love state,
pending individualisation which is achieved at conception which is the time of incarnation. Your
soul is endowed with natural love emotions noted within the top section of the Map of
Consciousness scale, being those emotions calibrating above 200.

Humanity’s erroneous emotions are those calibrating below 200 on the Map of Consciousness.
The environment around a newly conceived child progressively degrades the condition of that
child’s soul. When the child reaches about the age of 7, the child’s soul condition will reflect the
parent’s condition. These negative emotions are like a crust around the pure soul it has within.

Man made dis-empowering emotions:

All the negative emotions
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MoC

No. of
Countries

Average
MoC

Average Life
Expectancy

Per Capita
Income 2013

400s

10

406

78.50

US$46,690

300s

13

331

71.77

US$20,508

200s
High
100s
Low
100s
Below
100

10

232

69.45

US$14,927

18

176

69.00

US$12,283

7

129

61.88

US$6,560

11

66

52.73

US$5,500

212

70

US$13,100

WORLD

Correlation of Levels of Consciousness – Soul Condition – and Society Problems
Level of
Rate of
Happiness Rate
Rate of
Consciousness
Unemployment
Rate of Poverty
“Life is OK”
Criminality
600 +
0%
0.0%
100%
0.0%
500 - 600
0%
0.0%
98%
0.5%
400 - 500
2%
0.5%
79%
2.0%
300 - 400
7%
1.0%
70%
5.0%
200 - 300
8%
1.5%
60%
9.0%
100 - 200
50%
22.0%
15%
50.0%
50 - 100
75%
40.0%
2%
91.0%
< 50
95%
65.0%
0%
98.0%

Note: Following the writings of James Moncrief, one could consider that any reference to the Father, by
other relevant writers, may be read as a reference to ‘our Mother and Father’. Further, when considering
soul healing, then reference to Divine Love could be referred to as ‘Feeling Healing with Divine Love’.

http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html

Library Downloads – Pascas Papers
All papers may be freely shared. The fortnightly mailouts are free to all, to be added into the
mailout list, kindly provide your email address.
info@pascashealth.com
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PERSONALITY TRAITS:
Less than two dozen people on planet Earth.
Would not pick up a weapon let alone use it.
These people gravitate to the health industry
and humanitarian programs.
Debate and implement resolutions without
argument and delay.
Debate and implement resolutions in due
course.
Debate and implement resolutions with some
degree of follow up generally needed.
Management supervision is generally
necessary.
Politics become the hope for man’s salvation.
Cause no harm to others starts to emerge.
Power overrides force.
Illness is developed by those man erroneous
emotions that calibrate 200 and lower.
Armies around the world function on pride.
Force is now dominant, not power.
Harm of others prevails, self interest prevails.
Totally self reliant, not God reliant.
Fear dominates all motivation.
Suicide is possible and probable.
At these levels, seriously harming others for
even trivial events appears to be justifiable.
Poverty, unemployment, illness, etc., this is
living hell on Earth.
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NATURAL LOVE and DIVINE LOVE SPHERES and FEELING HEALING PLANES:
Divine Love progress is to infinity
After the HAND OVER!
Peak of 7th sphere is where one becomes at one with our Heavenly Parents.
These calibrations are an approximation
utilising Dr David Hawkins’
Divine Love
Natural Love
‘Map of Consciousness’ table:
sectors for those
7th Sphere
th
Natural Love peak is 1,000 on MoC
+ 6 growth
doing their
MoC
840
–
Feeling-Healing,
Natural Love
th
without the Love,
1,080
6 Sphere
are within the
Mansion / Mind
Natural Love
Worlds with
Mansion Worlds:
Feeling Healing
MoC 840 – 1,000
Divine Love
Progressing
5th Sphere
through the
+ 4th growth
natural love
MoC 650 –
Natural Love
worlds, within
840
4th Sphere
Feeling-Healing
Mansion / Mind
sectors, while
Worlds with
doing one’s
Divine Love
Feeling Healing
feeling healing,
3rd Sphere
MoC 650 – 840
upon reaching the
+ 2nd growth
6th Sphere having
MoC 500 –
completed
650
Feeling-Healing,
Natural Love
one can then
2nd Sphere
embrace the
One’s natural
Mansion / Minds
Divine Love and
love is always
Worlds with
proceed directly
progressively
Feeling Healing
to the 7th Divine
perfected during
MoC 500 – 650
Love Sphere.
this journey of
evolution of the
Then they may
soul.
Natural Love
prepare to enter
1st Sphere
the Celestial
Upon embracing Divine Love at any
Heaven Spheres
stage, then one can progress through
MoC 200 – 500
from there.
the Divine Love spheres 3, 5, 7, whilst
st
We all enter the 1
also doing their Feeling-Healing.
This pathway is
natural love sphere on
when the Divine
the death of our body.
Even though a person may have received
Love is
Divine Love, they do not avoid
HELL planes:
unavailable
compensation or doing their FeelingMoC
1 – 200
before perfecting
Healing, so they may still spend time within
Hells being a sub-set of
one’s soul.
the spheres of disharmony.
2 Spheres of Disharmony.
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INDWELLING SPIRIT, THOUGHT ADJUSTER,
MYSTERY MONITOR (all being the same):
The external elements, instruments of the Father, do
not form attributes of our own soul upon its initial
creation by our Heavenly Parents, these are the Spirit
of Truth, the Indwelling Spirit, and Divine Love.
The Holy Spirit, conveys Divine
Love to your soul should you
earnestly and lovingly ask for it.
This is the only function of the
Holy Spirit – Acting Spirit.
The Indwelling Spirit becomes
present when we are around the
age of six. This means that the
unseen helper of the Father and
Mother – the Indwelling Spirit –
can always interact with the
mortal soul and to be of service so
that eventually the leadings from
the Spirit may be the catalyst for
that soul to seek our Parents.
The Indwelling Spirit reveals
intrinsic workings of Father
and Mother to your soul.
The Indwelling Spirit
functions in much the
same way as the Holy
Spirit, ask and it will
provide support and
guidance.

The Indwelling Spirit / Thought
Adjuster only works with us on
the mind, feeling and psychic
levels directly with our
personality on conscious and
unconscious levels of reality. It is
the Divine Minister with handson help from our attending angels
that do the actual adjusting of
our mind circuits – of all our
circuits, even the physical if need be.

Spirit of Truth
becomes active
more so when
you connect to
the Source Soul
and commence
receiving Divine
Love.
You are a spirit person having
a physical experience. Your
physical body is encased
within your spirit body.
The spirit body only
exists because our soul
wants it to. In the
fullness of love, even all
our encrustments and
wrongness is not actually
bad, they are just the
nether side of love.
So evil is literally a state of mind,
and once you heal it you even feel
love for your wrongness and even
no longer hate it – that being full
self-acceptance. But you can’t
contrive these feelings or level of
awareness, it has to come of itself
and will through the higher levels
of your Healing.
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POWER vs FORCE:

by Dr David R Hawkins
Power in the Arts p.159

There is no art without love.
Amongst the arts it is music that most readily brings tears to our eyes, or brings us to our feet, or inspires
us to pinnacles of love and creativity. We have already noted that longevity seems to be a corollary of
association with the attractor fields of classical music whether as performer, conductor or composer.
Classical music often demonstrates extremely high inherent power patterns.
Spiritual Struggle p.220
Just as the entrainment or influence of the higher energy fields has an anabolic, or growth-enhancing,
effect on a subject, entrainment by lower attractor fields has a catabolic, or destructive, effect; the most
widespread example in today’s culture is the influence of some forms of violent pop music. Among out
test subjects, punk rock, death rock and gangster rap music made every subject go weak, confirming
earlier observations made by Dr John Diamond. In a more recent study of students reported in The
Arizona Republic, July 4, 1994, Dr James Johnson of the University of North Carolina found rap music
to increase tolerance for and predisposition to violence while promoting materialism and reducing both
immediate interest in academics and long-term success.
A common experience observed in therapy groups and clinics is that drug abusers do not recover if they
continue to listen to heavy metal rock; a one-year follow-up of inpatient and outpatient cocaine addicts
from Sedona Villa, a branch of Camelback Hospital of Phoenix, Arizona, indicated that not a single
cocaine abuser who continued to listen to this violent and negative music recovered. Self-help groups
for the addicted invariably recommended avoiding the influence (i.e., the energy fields) of former
lifestyle associations. These addicts found that leaving the drug was not enough. To do so was merely
to attack the A→B→C of addiction. As long as they could not make the commitment of will to entirely
leave the influence of the field – of which the music, like the drug, was simply a manifestation – they
could not escape entrainment to the low energy attractor, the BC of addiction.
Recovered addicts who leave the energy field of their self-help programs rather predicably relapse.
Besides having relinquished the infusion of the combined power of their fellow members, their assertion
that one can go it alone is a notorious symptom of an oncoming relapse, because it indicates an
infiltration of arrogance and pride, calibrating at 175, well below the power of the energy field required
for healing.
The same principle, of course, operates in the other direction. To seek enlightenment is to seek
entrainment to the most powerful attractor patterns. The key, again, is will, a constantly repeated act of
choice. Here the chaos-theory principle of sensitive dependence on initial conditions provides a
scientific explanation of the traditional way of spiritual progress. In all spiritual disciplines the opening
wedge predicated for advancing one’s awareness is described as “willingness”. History shows what has
been clinically shown as well: a persistent willingness is the trigger that activates a new attractor field
and allows one to begin to leave the old. We may visualise a lesser attractor field approaching a greater
one, at which point the introduction of a third element (free will, the decisive consequence of choice and
evolution) suddenly creates a crossover (a “saddle-pattern”) and change takes place.
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DAVID HAWKINS, author of POWER vs FORCE:
Synopsis and Study Guide
Would a situation like the Gulf War have a negative
entrainment into lower fields? How would you verify that?

effect

with

It would be best to test the levels of consciousness of the various segments of American society. On the
one hand you have the growth of the 12 Step movement which effects almost every family in America.
You see the separation in society between those who are more spiritually aware and committed. And on
the other hand you have the media.
The great source of negativity today is through the media, through Rock music, the glamorization of the
trivial, the tremendous power that programming and advertising has over people, the destruction of youth
through consumerism and violence. Dark forces through the media are infecting large segments of our
youth. We have a high percentage of youth growing up today who have already been destroyed and
entrained into powerful negative energy fields. The glamour figures who are worshipped today are
dominated by negative energy fields. If you watch the fare on television there are nights when every
channel is on murder or one sort of depravity or another.
One of the reasons that there is so much negativity on television is because most people are living out of
the lower fields of fear and guilt. This is what fascinates them. Almost every one in America is suffering
from PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder)
Corporations own the media. The law of society now is the bottom line. It is a culture of egocentricity
and satiation of material wants and artificial pleasures brought about by the media.
Where do you see this
spiralling downward.

will lead us?

It appears we are rapidly

We are spiralling down in certain segments of society. Other segments are going up. People are not
interested in spiritually evolving until their physical needs are taken care of. You have sub continents
whose people live on the edge of starvation. As you fulfil their material needs they begin to look for
something better.
The advertising media is caught in the level of desire and has tremendous influence in the U.S: today.
The process at this level is one of entrapment. Wantingness is an on-going state. Like any addiction,
there is no satiation point. Wantingness is the opposite of that which is real, which is in the exact
moment now. All of the lower levels take you out of the now. Fear takes you into the past, desire into
the future, anger is into the past. We have a perpetually unfulfilled culture.
The source of all joy is in the radical instant of the now. It is found only in the immediate now, not one
millionth of a second in the past or a millionth of a second in the future. And that exact now which was
described by the Buddha and which I came to know in my own experience, is the immediate now.
When one wants to go back into this worldly space and leave the altered state, one lets consciousness
bleed a little in order to function in the world, knowing all the while it is bull shit. But without some
energy being put into it one cannot function in the world. It is like an indulgence for a purpose. I teach
people to live in the exact instant of the now. It can take a lifetime to learn or you can get it in an instant.
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Kinesiology Testing can become impossible after watching Television:
Occasionally, a suitable test subject gives paradoxical responses. This can usually be cleared by doing
the “thymic thump”, as was discovered by Dr John Diamond. (With a closed fist, thump three times
over the upper breastbone, smile, and say “ha-ha-ha” with each thump and mentally picture someone or
something that is loved.)
The temporary imbalance will then clear up. It can be
occasioned by recently having been with negative
people, listening to heavy metal rock music, watching
violent television programs, playing violent video
games, etc. Negative music energy has a deleterious
effect on the energy system of the body for up to onehalf hour after it is turned off.
Television
commercials or background are also a common
source of negative energy.
As previously noted, the kinesiological method of
discerning truth from falsehood and the calibrated
levels of truth has strict requirements. Because of the
limitations, calibrated levels are supplied for ready reference in prior books by David R Hawkins, and
extensively in Truth vs Falsehood.
Power vs Force p.230
Kinesiolocicalal testing showed a fairly typical TV serial caused test subjects to go weak 113 times
during a single episode. Each of these weakening events suppressed the observer’s immune system;
each weakening reflected an insult to the viewer’s central as well as autonomic nervous system.
Invariably accompanying each of these 113 disruptions of the acupuncture system were suppressions of
the thymus gland; each insult also resulted in damage to the brain’s delicate neurohormonal and
neurotransmitter systems. Each negative input brought the watcher closer to eventual sickness and to
imminent depression – now the world’s most prevalent illness.
Subtle grades of depression kill more people than all the other diseases of mankind combined. There is
no antidepressant that cure a depression which is spiritually based, because the malaise does not
originate from brain dysfunction but from an accurate response to the desecration of life. The body is
the reflection of the spirit in its physical expression, and its problems are the dramatisation of the
struggles of the spirit which gives it life. A belief that we ascribe to “out there” has its effect “in here”.
Everyone dies by his own hand. That is a hard clinical fact, not a moral view.
Whatever calibrates above 200 supports life – life enhancing and therefore may be functionally defined
as good, whereas whatever calibrates below 200 on the Map of Consciousness is destructive, nonsupportive of life and thus be declared functionally evil.
I, Reality and Subjectivity

P.417 by David Hawkins

In the modern world, the disguises are more sophisticated and enormously seductive. For instance, by
seducing man into intoxication, the negative energies create an opening into the psyche of the addict and
attract by pleasure. The current most ingenious ruse by means of the carrier wave that accompanies
much of modern music. Naïve critics think that the negativity is represented by the lyrics, but that is not
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where the negative messages lie. As cited in previous writings, if the sound of such music as heavy
metal is occluded by white-noise headphones so that the music cannot even by heard, the listener
instantly goes weak when tested with kinesiology. The test subject calibrates below 200 and
subsequently stays at that level for a period of time.
The psyche of the captured victim has now been enslaved by an energy frequency that dominates via the
well-known phenomenon of entrainment. An entrained psyche is now open, vulnerable, and easily
influenced toward destructive activities and group identifications with whole subcultures that worship
violence and vulgarity. They dominate the airwaves and entertainment media aimed at the young people,
who are the most naïve and easily seduced by pleasure and glamour.
The motive of these energies that are threatened by spiritual truth is to counter truth by subverting it. At
the present time, the greatest entrance onto this planet of lower astral forces is through the media –
television, movies, music, and especially video games – which blatantly glamorise evil in the forms of
violence, seduction, and the denigration of spiritual symbols that are purposely mocked for shock value.
Truth vs Falsehood

P.101 by David Hawkins

The energy of classical music has a very positive impact on later behaviours and learning capacity, and
increases the level of consciousness. It results in more advanced development of neuronal connections
and patterning. Interestingly, it also results in higher mathematical capability and the transitioning from
lower to higher mind. The exposure to classical music in childhood and early life results in attraction to
peace, truth, and beauty, and aversion to violence, falsity, and gross vulgarity. The sensitivity to
aesthetics provides a natural crossover network that also facilitates the emergence of spiritual awareness
and non-ego awareness.
Clinically, the benefits of early life exposure to classical arts are confirmed by a 75% lower rate of crime.
Television Trauma
Television can be a great distraction. It is often placed in hospitals as a form of entertainment. It can be
useful in distracting the mind from thinking about your present illness, as the attention is taken away
from your physical body, slightly decreasing the pain and physical suffering. However, it also limits
you from exploring the deeper purpose and cause of your cancer or other illness, which can be easily
accomplished without distractions. Having cancer is an opportunity to resolve inner conflicts, emotional
trauma and fears and requires attention to be able to resolve these issues and beat your cancer or other
disease.
Television decreases the body’s full breathing cycle and places the nervous system in a constant
state of fear, excitement, anger and other jittery emotions. These feelings are fine if experienced
naturally, but if over stimulated through television drama and suspense they tend to interfere with
normal digestive and immune functions. Television often has a negative influence on recovery time. If
you plan to watch television while in hospital or medi-hotel, watch programs that make you laugh, add
sunshine to your day and make you feel much more positive.
The Arm of the Child

P.45 The Eye of the I by David Hawkins

It is the arm of innocence that the dark legions of the world fear most of all for it unmasks the disguises
by which they hold sway over 78% of the world’s population which calibrates under 200 on the MOC.
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If one drops denial, one will see that falsehood, manipulation, and distortion of truth cater prevalently to
man’s lowest propensities and pervade all society. The popular computer games are neither innocent
nor harmless; they are calculated killing training machines to deaden the spiritual sensitivity by
conditioning the mind to thoughtless maiming and killing. The deliberate killing of prairie dogs is not
‘sport’ but callous mayhem. Drugs are not ‘cool’, but enslaving. Heavy-metal rock and rap music are
neither liberating nor amusing; they are a deliberate mode by which to entrain the consciousness of
youth. The media pretend to innocence as they rake in the huge profits that stem from catering to man’s
lowest weaknesses and vulnerabilities.
The innocent child’s arm is frightening to the vast establishments which draw their attraction from
ignorance. The fallacious ‘war on drugs’ is revealed to be the very cause of the problem and the
bulwark of the whole drug trade which it created, empowered, and enriched.
We need to manage the media content, including all genres of music, which is made available to our
children so that their fullest potential is allowed to blossom.

Live true to your feelings, and you ARE living true, not only to your own soul, but
also true to God’s soul. So doing your Healing by honouring all your feelings, IS
living the will of God. And being fully Healed, IS living even more truly the Will of
your Mother and Father.

Whilst we are receiving our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love, and that this Love is causing
change within our soul and spirit attributes, the greatest Truth known to man and spirit is that
this is the way our Mother and Father are actually loving us! When we progress, it is God’s
way of loving us into love and then we live what we are, love.
Note: Following the writings of James Moncrief, one could consider that any reference to the Father, by
other relevant writers, may be read as a reference to ‘our Mother and Father’. Further, when considering
soul healing, then reference to Divine Love could be referred to as ‘Feeling Healing with Divine Love’.

Feeling
Healing with
Divine Love is
the key!
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WILL or FREE WILL:
We are created with Free Will.
We are also created with natural love,
there is nothing of the divine within our
soul.
Our mind has free will, even though our soul only has will, that is,
our soul at all times longs to follow the will of its Creator, and our
Creator’s Will is one of Love at all times. There is no action or
thought of our Mother and Father that is ever unloving,
judgmental, or harmful to any of Its creatures.
Man can know and knows God only because he possesses a soul,
and he can never know God if he seeks him intellectually and with
his mind alone.
Doubt and speculation is a product of the mind, but faith is a
product of the soul and we know that God exists through our soul
perceptions, so that we can create the spiritual link with our
Heavenly Parents, Mother and Father, through prayer. Not a
mental prayer, but a prayer that comes from man’s soul – earnest,
sincere, full of longing, faith and love.
As this Love, the Divine Love, is absorbed into our soul, our mind
is quietened. Slowly but surely, the Divine Love, with Feeling
Healing, enables the soul to take over the function of the mind and
when we no longer desire or able to harm another or ourselves,
then we have become at one with our Parents, we have been
reborn.

Spirit Body
Physical Body
Soul

The soul with the
Divine Love infused
in volume.
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WILL or FREE WILL:
SPHERE
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At-onement
Transition &

1080

When we have removed all unloving
emotions from our mind, our mind
only will engage God endowed
emotions. We lose the free will and
now the will of the soul dominates
the mind. Our will is now at one
with our Mother and Father. We
now can enter the Celestial Heavens.
Soul based emotions are
all love based forming our
natural love soul, created
by the Source Soul. The
will of the soul is always
love based as desired by
our Mother and Father.
We are embracing the will
of our Parents when we
respond to these soul
based emotions.

Spheres of Disharmony = Hells

Our soul is subordinate to
our mind. Our mind has
free will and responds to
all emotions, God given
and man made. We allow
our dominate emotions to
determine our actions.
This is exercising our free
will. Only Divine Love
with Feeling Healing
removes errors.
Erroneous emotions are
all about causing harm to
others and/or to one’s self.
These lead us to a period
in the hells to prevent us
from harming others and
experience compensation.
Seek the Love and grow!
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THROUGH THE MISTS:

by Robert James Lees – first published 1898

“All laws have their root and centre in God, and are therefore capable of being reasoned upon so
far as we can comprehend them. The so-called natural laws are spiritual laws translated into
requisite expressions for physical existence, and, if rightly understood, would serve as an index to
spiritual progress. The struggle for supremacy of creed and influence has, unfortunately, resulted in
exalting the letter of the law, while the spirit of its revelation has been ignored; hence the rise of
error and misconception. Take for instance the present orthodox idea of heaven. Suppose at
the mists a harp was thrust into every unskilled hand, while every unmusical voice commenced an
unending shout of ‘Glory, glory, glory’; well, it might be their ideal of heaven, but what would
be the opinion of such as Handel, Mozart, Beethoven, and the thousands of others who understand
the laws of harmony? One moment’s serious thought would make it impossible for such an idea
to remain as true.”
The scene before me was one of the chief items in the Earth idea of Heaven, and since we had
left time as well as death behind, there was no reason why I should not stay to study the realisation of
that upon which every soul had so frequently meditated. My companion saw my desire, and
standing silently at my side, seemed to add by his sympathy, to the intense enjoyment I there
experienced. How many conquests over death I witnessed! The old enemy of man would have been
routed a thousand times if he had marshalled his forces there. Husband and wife, parent and child,
brother and sister, friend and friends meeting after intervals more or less prolonged, with a full
consciousness that they were now beyond the parting; hands rudely torn apart in the chill of the
mists resumed their clasp with the knowledge that the death paralysis was powerless to intervene
again; eyes on Earth sightless, now feasted their hungry vision upon those who had guided them in
their darkness; ears strained to listen to a mother’s voice were now entranced with the sweetness of
that music; tongues long silent poured forth their gratitude; and arms, which had been powerless,
closed in the rapt embrace of love. In all that joy it never occurred to me that I alone stood there
without such welcome from those I knew, the yearning desire for one for whom my life had been a
constant groaning, never once possessed me; I was so happy in the contemplation of the bliss of
others, I had no idea that I was singular in my condition.
“If this is but a vestibule, what will the glory of the inner temple be?”
“I cannot tell,” was his modest reply, but it was filled with the music of such an intense longing
as to waken echoes in my soul, the cadences of which are even yet vibrating within me.
“Are there other entrances from the Earth than this?” I asked.
“Yes; many.”
“And are they all equal to this?”
“Yes.”
“They might rightly be called vestibules of rapture,” I continued; “but there is one thing that very
much surprises me.” “And what is that, my brother?” he asked.
“To see the distinctive colour and feature of each nationality is retained here.”
This invitation was too welcome just then for me to refuse, so I turned from out the open path
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into that soft retreat of melody and repose. Above my head the leaves rustled in rhythmic lullabies,
at my feet the flowers found voice and wooed my soul in love-songs of perfume; in the distance I
could hear cascades of water adding their soft and refreshing music to the harmony. While the
carolling notes of winged songsters first made me conscious of the fact that birds, as well as men,
find in paradise a continuation of their Earth existence.
So much of the building as was visible from where we stood, for me to wonder at and admire its
beauties, was undoubtedly a hall of enormous proportions, its shape that of an amphitheatre.
Three sides were flanked by spacious piazzas of equal length, carrying out the design to a
perfect square, the corners being occupied by four towers which served the purpose of entrances to
the hall. The style of architecture was composite, the columns supporting the roof of the
porticoes were Corinthian, their material more resembling ivory than marble; the plinths upon
which they rested were of pinkish alabaster, and massive enough to form the corner-stones of
pyramids, but whereas the Egyptians would have left a Sphinx-like blank upon their faces, these
were panelled with exquisite bas-reliefs such as the Grecians loved to carve; the pediments were
used as galleries for groups of statuary in the contemplation of which the convalescent inmates of
home might learn progressive lessons of the life to which they had been called. In that self-illumined
atmosphere which offered no facility for the birth of shadows, from the distance at which I stood the
walls of the hall appeared to be built of stone of a delicate and variable shade of green. I
afterwards discovered that this effect was produced by a magnificent screen of elaborately
carved and perforated marble, draped around the hall in folds as exquisite and soft as lace,
through which the foliage of a noble vine was visible. The towers rose to a considerable height,
terminating in minarets like polished silver, from which the bells chimed forth their music;
and crowning the hall rose a majestic dome serving the double purpose of completing design
and lighting the interior.

CHAPTER VI (Extracts)
A MAGNETIC CHORALE
As we walked along my attention was attracted by the chiming of a peal of bells in the
distance, and simultaneously an irresistible fascination seized upon me, momentarily increasing,
until, at length I felt as if was being impelled forward by some invisible but tangible influence
to accept the invitation those rhythmic tongues were issuing far and wide. What that influence was or
how it obtained such a mastery over me, I could not tell, and even now, with my more extended
experience of this life, I am unable to explain. The sensation produced was novel, entrancing, and,
indescribable. Its operation seemed to permeate my whole being, and to exert itself equally from
within as without. Neither was it due entirely to my recent arrival, for I perceived that it had the same
effect upon my guide as upon myself. By some accountable process I translated the voice of those
bells into an appeal for help and assistance which I alone had the power to render, and though I
had no inclination to hasten in obedience to call, I was certain that it would not be right to delay.
“ But why should it be me?” was a question that I put to myself again and again. I was entirely
ignorant of everything surrounding me, why was not the summons to many others walking in the same
direction – gathering, as it were, from every visible point of the compass? And as I thus queried I
scanned the faces of those nearest to me, and became convinced that they too were moving under the
impulse of that same mysterious power. This discovery served to further increase my interest, and
excite my imagination as to what the result and explanation would be.
My companion saw, and no doubt fully understood, the perplexity I was enduring, but when I turned
and would have sought the interpretation, he merely smiled, and my tongue was silent. So we went
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forward in obedience to the one impulse attracting us both by its strange magnetic power.
Presently another source of gratification was afforded me, as through the trees I began to catch
in the distance broken glimpses of a stately pile of buildings which we were steadily approaching.
Hitherto, I had only seen such, as I looked across that boundless landscape under the direction of
Eusemos but now, it was evident that I was to have the opportunity of inspecting one of the homes of
paradise at close quarters. With this a pleasing spasm of excitement seized me as I involuntarily
asked myself – “Will this be my home? – a question I at the same time answered in the negative, but
how I know not, unless it was by the power of revelation which is so natural, and yet so in
infallibly a part of our personality in this life. Therefore I ceased to speculate on the ownership of the
home, and prepared to examine its character as soon as circumstances would allow of my doing so.
Immediately we reached the open plain, the centre and crown of which it occupied, I intuitively knew
that I was looking upon the Home of Rest, or sanatorium, in the grounds of which I had enjoyed
my refreshing and rejuvenating sleep. As the physiognomy of a man affords a certain index to his
character and disposition so the contour of this home declared at once its nature and purpose.
At a glance I saw it was a citadel of repose, a fortress of rest, an ambuscade of joy to every soul
that came that way. Stately and grand in its unassuming magnificence as if its foundations were
laid deep down within the eternal calm of God’s omnipotence, pure and unsullied in its fabric as
the infinite and changeless love of its Divine designer, every stone and feature apparently
throbbing with the spirit of mercy and forgiveness which hovered around, I felt as, I gazed upon it that
I in some manner had solved the mystery of that profound attraction by which I had been drawn
towards such a desirable centre. Reverence, gratitude, worship and awe, seemed to be the janitors
who stood as guards at the four towers which rose at the terminating points of its stately porticoes.
So much of the building as was visible from where we stood, for me to wonder at and admire its
beauties, was undoubtedly a hall of enormous proportions, its shape that of an amphitheatre. Three
sides were flanked by spacious piazzas of equal length, carrying out the design to a perfect
square, the corners being occupied by four towers which served the purpose of entrances to the hall.
The style of architecture was composite, the columns supporting the roof of the porticoes were
Corinthian, their material more resembling ivory than marble; the plinths upon which they
rested were of pinkish alabaster, and massive enough to form the corner-stones of pyramids,
but whereas the Egyptians would have left a Sphinx-like blank upon their faces, these were
panelled with exquisite bas-reliefs such as the Grecians loved to carve; the pediments were used as
galleries for groups of statuary in the contemplation of which the convalescent inmates of home might
learn progressive lessons of the life to which they had been called. In that self-illumined
atmosphere which offered no facility for the birth of shadows, from the distance at which I stood the
walls of the hall appeared to be built of stone of a delicate and variable shade of green. I afterwards
discovered that this effect was produced by a magnificent screen of elaborately carved and perforated
marble, draped around the hall in folds as exquisite and soft as lace, through which the foliage of a
noble vine was visible. The towers rose to a considerable height, terminating in minarets like polished
silver, from which the bells chimed forth their music; and crowning the hall rose a majestic dome
serving the double purpose of completing design and lighting the interior.
The wonderful appositeness of every feature of the scene to each other was again impressed upon
me; art and nature being blended in such manner as to enrich the harmony. That garden-like plain so
artistically dotted with flowers and shrubs would have been half-voided of its beauty had that noble
structure not been there; and as for the hall, it needed that flower bejewelled mantle of a lawn as a
fit setting whereon to display its matchless perfection. Blended together the beauties of each
were emphasised, while the movements of the multitude kept the balance of the harmony swinging.
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Cushna moved forward; and I, enraptured with the scene and wondering what its next development
would be, mechanically followed, until I became conscious that it was not his intention to enter by any
of the approaches visible to me. Then for a moment I wavered, as all my soul called me within
that place and I was doubtful whether he was not leading me elsewhere. In an instant he divined my
difficulty, and appeared to be by no means displeased thereat, but assuring me he was about to enter,
led me to the main portion of the building, before hidden from my sight, and which formed the
temporary abode of those who tarried at this home for rest and recuperation. At that moment the
bells ceased to ring, and I was glad when, without attempting to show me the numerous apartments
opening on every hand, he motioned me to follow him along a corridor which led in the direction
of the hall. At the end, drawing aside a richly-embroidered curtain, he ushered me at once into
what I may legitimately call the arena.
Shall I describe the, scene which met my sight? It was a mountain of faces on every side, and over
and around us an atmosphere of unbroken peace. I was conscious that I had reached a goal; a
period of uncertainty lay behind me. For the time I felt satisfied, and drew a deep breath of relief at
having accomplished something, I knew not what; but my heart was glad.
The flower-carpeted floor of that spacious arena contained a number of lounges composed of
various aromatic mosses, soft as air, each one designed to produce its own peculiar effect
magnetically. Cushna drew my attention to the different odours they exhaled, and invited me to
throw myself upon them to test their comfort, and, as I complied, briefly explained that magnetism
is the strength and nourishment of the spiritual body. Then he led me to a vacant seat, and left me in
charge of a friend, who, he said, would interpret the chorale to me.
Rapidly that spacious auditorium was filling up its seats. Tier after tier, rising one above another,
contributed to that sea of faces, upon every one of which happiness had set her name in living
characters. From each of the four entrances a steady stream poured in until the hall was full, ceasing
when just one seat remained for the last who entered. The dresses worn were of many colours, but
only of the lighter shades; all serving to make the groupings as picturesque as they were varied.
The lower seats were filled by children wearing robes of spotless white, or tints of the most
imaginable delicacy; some of the wearers being of such tender age as to make me wonder how they
were kept in the quiet order which everywhere prevailed.
Behind these, thousands of youths and maidens were arrange according to some method I did not
understand. Above these, again were, women in greater proportions still; and finally rank after rank
of men to the outer edge of that wide circle. Every nation upon Earth had its legitimate
representation in that throng, and all were so disposed that each complexion added its own influence to
the balance of the picture. But the most pleasing thought of all was that every voice would say
‘Our Father’, to the selfsame God, and feel at heart that they were members of one family, t he Jew
was not conscious of election, the Gentile had lost his hatred, the caste restriction of the Brahmin
was broken down the hand of the Arab was no more against his fellow. The Hindu woman had
doffed her veil, the Mohammedan had lost his bigotry, Greek and Roman thought not of deadly
feuds, the hand of the Zulu held no assegai, the Indian had no tomahawk, while the Christian had
sheathed his sword. Romanist and Protestant gave the preference to each other, the Episcopalian
boasted of no apostolic succession, and the narrow-minded sectarian sat side by side with the whilom
atheist, whom he had before consigned fire eternal. In such a multitude, with such a bond uniting them
I could fancy that I was not very far removed from the inner shrine of heaven.
Was it the association in which I found myself that started such a train of reflection in my mind? I
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know not, perhaps never shall know; but it afterwards resolved itself into an impromptu symphony,
introducing that never-to-be-forgotten chorale. I had scarcely reached its termination before the key
note sounded.
In common with those around me, I raised my eyes to the dome, where a dove of tintless electric
brilliance poised itself on outstretched wing, as if to hush the tremor of its rapid flight. In its beak it
held something which flashed and blazed with a glory that paled the lustre of its carrier, and added
perceptibly to the hallowed light which bathed the hall. With one impulse, but without a sound, those
thousands rose and bowed their heads in, reverent adoration; and when the silence had been hushed
into an awful calm the quickened sense of the soul could almost hear, that jewel fluttered on the air,
and like a flash of lightning dying from our sight the dove had disappeared.
Steadily, as a bubble on the air becalmed, that brilliant globule floated, gradually falling in the
centre of that vast concourse of worshippers. Down, slowly down, enlarging as it fell; it gained
still greater brilliancy by expansion. I watched it with bated breath, wondering when we should
sound the depth of its self-inspiring awe, until, at length bursting with a soft detonating chime, it threw
a proportion of its crystal spray on every head within that audience, which lingered through that
service like a jewel sent to flash God’s blessing upon His children gathered there.
The echoes of that soft percussion remained while that vast concourse took their seats, bearing the
bright insignia of the presence of their Father, who waited to hear and answer prayer.
Seven bars of silence intervened; and then the opening strains of the first chorus fell upon my
ears. The theme commenced with a pianissimo number in unison of male magnetisms, for in all that
chorale there was not one articulate sound. I looked, and from the heads of the men saw crimson rays
emitting, which darting towards the centre of the dome blended with each other, formed into
circles of various sizes, and began to gyrate in the room. The movements caused vibrations of
deeper or higher tones, according to the size of each circle and the speed with which it moved. The
effect of this blending of the bass and tenor was like the muffled music of the ocean’s roll when heard
from some distant inland hill. The melody was too sweet to set to words without detracting
from its cadence; and yet, as I listened to its holy inspiration, its greatest charm being the perfect
unison of such diverse nations, religions, and tongues, I felt that heaven had accomplished a triumph
in the setting to such music the immortal poem of Israel’s sweetest singer, and that I was listening to
a challenge to Earth and Heaven to ‘Behold how good and how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell
together in unity!’
The invitation issued, and the gamut of their variations being exhausted, the circles ceased their flight,
met, embraced, and finally spread themselves as a canopy across the dome. Then succeeded a duct of
the blue and amber offerings of the youths and maidens, rising in the volume of its gradual crescendo,
the sweeps of blue soprano and curves of amber contralto waking sweet echoes with the declaration –
‘It is like the precious ointment upon the head, that ran down unto the beard – even to Aaron’s beard
– that went down to the skirts of his garment.’
At this point the women joined their rose-tinted pulse-throbs of a second soprano to swell the trio –
‘As the dew of Hermon, and as the dew which descended upon the mountains of Zion.’ Then
the full chorus pealed, a thousand children contributing the brilliance of their untinted music, as
the canopy of circles re-formed, and moved to lend their deep foundation to the strain.
It sounded like a choir of angels singing, with the voice of far distant thunders, and heaven’s own
Bourdon serving as a double bass to the orchestra of the oceans roll. All harmonies, above, beneath,
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around, with all the chords and voices nature can command, being represented in the universal
confirmation – ‘For there the Lord commanded His blessing, even life for evermore.’
The chorus swelled around us with such majestic force and intensity that every colour flashed its echo
to enhance the glory, until the hall was bathed with the perfume of thanksgiving; then gathering
over the arena, as the final beat of the last bar was reached, a harmony of shades as sweet as
that of sound was formed, and the cloud ascended as an offering of gratitude for our Father’s love.
The dome was not yet clear of that prismatic cloud before a chord of even sweeter music fell upon
our ears, and I perceived that the jewels on our heads were chiming the acceptance and ‘Amen’ of
God.
Up to this point Cushna had assumed the directorship from the centre of the arena; being surrounded
by a number young men and women who moved in graceful order with the rhythm of the music, as if
engaged in working out some figure in a mystic dance. On making enquiry I was informed that this
chorus was but an introduction to the ceremony, sung aid those special attendants in producing a
suitable magnetic condition into which to introduce the patients; and looking intently in obedience to
the wish of my instructor, I saw that all the magnetisms had not ascended; some had been distilled –
shall I say etherealised? – and filled the arena like the least suspicion of a cloud – and yet, it was
not cloud, since such a designation conveys the idea of an unsubstantial vapour which could have been
carried hence upon the arms of motion; this had weight and body through which the attendants moved
to and fro as bathers move through shallow water, with the exception that this scarce visible something
seemed to offer no resistance. Here is a metaphor which will convey the idea of what it seemed to
be: it was like the spectre of a lake, which in its restless wanderings had been conjured to pause for
a time, that the spirits of some children of mortality might bathe therein, and wash the last traces
of the Earth away.
My attention was here called to a man who entered the hall from the corridor through which I came.
His tall and stalwart form was clothed in a robe of electric grey, over which he wore a flowing
mantle of blue, lined with amber and gorgeously embroidered from his loins downwards. His face,
complexion, and general bearing, reminded one of an Arab sheik, except that haughtiness was here
replaced by calm humility. Around his head, waist, wrists, and ankles he wore circlets of some strange
amalgam, set with gems that emitted rays of light, thereby forming six circles of halo, which invested
him with some mysterious power.
As he stepped into the arena a flash of welcome greeted him from that immense assembly. He
glanced round the hall, just as a skilled conductor will survey his orchestra to see if all is ready for
the baton’s wave; reaching the point where Cushna awaited him, he merely bowed his head at which
the attendants turned and left the hall by the passage at which he had entered.
Here I took the opportunity to ask: “Who is this?”
“Siamedes, the magnetic adept who will conduct the chorale.” “An Oriental, I presume?”
“Assyrian.”
We had no time for further conversation. Scarcely had that single word been spoken before the
Assyrian raised his hand, as if to call his audience to attention; for an instant it remained poised, while
a luminous sea-green cloud enveloped it, then with a majestic sweep he struck a circle, throwing, the
halo in the air above him. A pause, and then another sweep repeated again and yet again, each motion
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adding another circle to expand and follow its predecessor. Only a pulse throb marked the interval
between each beat, but that was long enough to change the colour, as he desired to change the note to
form that bugle-call with which he summoned his army to march to victory.
The challenge had not died away before a jubilant response was floating in the air. It was a martial
strain, and one could almost fancy they heard the steady and measured tramp of the approaching
battalions as they came in the strength and confidence of their cause to certain triumph. The gentle
crescendo grew in force and volume as each succeeding wave of magnetism rolled into the
expanse above us. Their form was no longer circle and curve and flash, as in the opening chorus,
but following the example of the Assyrian, each contribution came in vapoury strains to form the
novel harmonies of that theme.
Waves of primrose and blue met and kissed each other into the life-chord for which they had been born,
then blended in their next development to form the glory-green of hope; clouds of crimson strength
from men took to their embraces the white purity of the children’s love, and nursed them into tones
of sympathy; then each one yielding to the other, united in the pink of charity. Brown and rose, mauve
and cerise, auburn and grey, green and gold washed over each other, embraced and eddied round, as
each produced the note desired; and having thus achieved the first purpose of existence, they added to
their music the perfume of duty faithfully fulfilled, until the air was weighted with fragrant sounds,
changing in volume and in kind with every chord and combination.
At length the hall itself was full; perfume was crushing colour and colour crowding sound, but that
grand march of life seemed only half complete.
Again the adept raised and swept his hand, this time throwing into the transparent clouds around us
variegated sparks bright with electric glow, like jewels flashing in the sun. An instant’s pause, during
which the magnetism of that host changed the form of its appearance, then perfume, sound and colour
were supplemented by a myriad gems giving still greater beauty to the fairy-like scene. At length
from head of Siamedes a rainbow signal flashed, and the strains music gradually died away, but
fragrance, light and colour still remained.
While this was proceeding, the attendants carried the patients in. Very tenderly was the service
rendered, for Cushna was careful in the assignation and arrangement of each couch upon which they
were laid as if they had been the subjects of excruciating pain – rather than lying in a state of
unconsciousness – for whom he was anxious to exhaust his resources to mitigate their suffering.
When the last couch had received its occupant a signal was given, and the music ceased.
At this time the hall was like a sea of variegated colours – a magic, incomparable sea, with its now
motionless depths illumed by a million fairy lamps; a sea in which a mighty host lay engulfed,
overwhelmed with joy and calm content. Well might it be so; for, oh! the life, increasing life, which
found its birth therein! Its waters were allowed to rest, that they might softly bathe those sleepers
with life’s fullness, and re-ingraft the existence which seemed to flicker in its disasters and
catastrophes through which their past has led them. The practised eye of the Assyrian attentively
watched the progress of each patient as the energising powers around them were absorbed and
assimilated, until returning strength began to show itself, and the inoculation had produced its needed
change.
When he was satisfied, throwing his mantle back across his shoulders with a kingly gesture, he raised
his arms and waved them to and fro as a monarch would sway his sceptre, in confidence that some precommand would be obeyed. The effect was talismanic. Those mysterious forces immediately assumed
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intelligence – understood his sign, and hastened to obey.
By the operation of some mystic law, each colour was divided from the rest, some being changed into
forms of fruit or flowers; others, weaved into semblances of brocades of silk and plush and satin,
were draped in graceful folds as decorative hangings upon the walls, further ornamented and
embroidered with a multitude of gems, which flashed their lustre from the borders. Others, again,
were woven into triumphal banners or emblems, with which the dome, arena, and seats were dressed;
while the offering of the children, worked into lace of spotless purity, was gathered into festoons
and valances to finish the decorations. Thus, by the simple act of the Assyrian’s will, was the hall
transformed and arrayed, as if for some thanksgiving or welcome home, when a nation meets to
honour the return of an exiled chief or king.
As he spread his hands to heaven, every knee around him bent in adoration. I knew it, though my eyes
were fixed on him who, facing me, looked like a gladiator preparing for the contest, confident of
victory, though death itself should be his adversary. Yet he was not proud or arrogant. All his
majesty of mien, the glory of his strength, the perfection of his form, seemed to him unknown or, rather,
for the moment were forgotten, and nothing but the child-like heart remained as he addressed his God.
His thoughts flew upwards, like spasms of Earth-engendered lightning flying towards the Sun, pure
and untinted by any shade of colour. They were directed to the Great Supreme, and nothing but
unsullied purity can gain admission to that sacred presence.
Was there a quiver in their early flight? I do not know; but if so, it was due to the intense
earnestness of the soul which poured its libations forth. Still no words; but in the silvern music I
thought I could comprehend the burden of his heart: ‘Thine, O Lord, is the greatness, and the
power, and the glory, and the victory, and the majesty; all that is in the Heavens and the Earth is
Thine; Thine are all kingdoms, O Lord and Thou art exalted as head over all. Both riches and
honour come of Thee; and in Thine hand is power and might, and in Thine hand it is to make great
and to give strength unto all. Now, therefore, O Father, we thank Thee, and praise Thy glorious
name. ’
His prayer was done. There was no supplication. His confidence and faith declared that to be
unnecessary. The presence of that host around him was a more eloquent and acceptable supplication
than he could frame. God requires no superfluities. He was but the representative of the many, who
desired to gain a victory over a hitherto triumphant wrong, and he was but the chosen champion for
the combat. Stripped for the fray, he paused to lay his weapons at the feet of Him for whose glory
he was about to fight, to thank his King for the use of such victorious arms, and then to await the
royal sign to strike. He was there to break the bands of captivity, to give freedom to the slave, and
in his eye the assurance of triumph shone. His victory was already won in the confidence he
possessed.
His steady gaze still rested on that vaulted dome. He knew the answer would not tarry, and when it
came it should find him waiting to receive it. A deeper hush fell over us, and then a cloud of glory,
like a mantle of sunshine, descended, making him radiant with the power and presence of God.
By the exercise of that mystic power by which he weaved the unique decorations of that hall, Siamedes
now resolved the flowers, fruit, and bannerets round the arena and seats, and called them to bathe
the sleepers with the mellowed influences produced by the combinations they had formed. The
magnetism evolved from each individual had a sympathetic attraction for the corresponding colour
called into service, and was drawn in billowy clouds around the couches, over which they rolled to
and fro in rhythmic time with the music born of the returning motion. Sweet and soothing was the
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lullaby it chanted, and the silent hush of the attendant thousands was a fitting accompaniment to the
grateful psalm.
Without a sign or movement from the director, who calmly watched the scene, the melody concluded,
every thirsty soul had drank its fill, and the waves of life which yet remained, lifted above our
heads, leaving the sleepers “beautiful in all the soul’s expansion’ and waiting for nothing but a waking
kiss to rouse them to a life of which as yet they were unconscious.
The Work was done, the victory accomplished; but the victor betrayed no pride at the conquest
in his deep humility. I did not need to be told that the final number of that life-giving chorale
was at hand; but what new powers would it develop? Were there still phases of magnetic wonder to
be revealed? Other mysteries to be displayed? The thought of the miracle wrought in the condition
of those sleepers filled me with hope that I had misunderstood the meaning of my instructor respecting
the exclusion of mercy from his life.
The work was complete. Siamedes spread his hands to give his thanks to God, while every knee again
was bowed as the joyous flashes winged their flight. Then, reverently dismantling his shoulders of
that halo, he spread it on the air to receive throbs of praise and adoration that pealed like a great Amen,
with which it ascended to the Father.
Still that audience lingered, the silence growing moment more profound; but I knew they were
waiting for the benediction that would rouse those sleepers to the consciousness of life upon which
they had unknowingly entered – to the recognition of the restoration which had taken place – to the
realisation of the fact that death had touched them, and in that touch shackles had fallen away, whose
weight beforetime had exhausted their energies in a painful but unsuccessful struggle.
What a revelation! It would be a greater surprise than I myself had experienced. What were their
surroundings when the tide of consciousness ebbed away and the cloud of oblivion fell upon them?
What a gulf lay between that sleeping and the waking! How would they realise its certainty – how be
convinced of its fact? Would not the waking be a dream – a fairy dream – more enchanting than the
imagination ever conjured up before? It was a time of supreme suspense tome to watch that advent
into the knowledge and realisation of immortality, and every sense I possessed was on the alert to
follow its development.
It was not long delayed. The walls before me opened, and from that arc of light crowning the zenith of
the path on which I stood to contemplate the celestial landscape, a flood of glory fell into the hall, like
a harbinger and forerunner of a more resplendent presence still. I looked, and down the halo-viaduct
beheld a chariot as of burnished silver – flying – drawn by four steeds of transparent creamy whiteness,
gifted with the speed of the winds of a hurricane. Time had not opportunity for birth before the
equipage was in our midst, then, pausing for a moment while one of its riders stepped into the hall, it
turned and dis-appeared. The glory-road was then withdrawn, the walls were closed, and my attention
was riveted upon the stranger.
He was a young man, scarcely more than a youth; graceful and noble. The first impression conveyed
to my mind was the strange combination of the innocence of the child with the wisdom of the sage
which formed a very striking feature in his person. I loved him the instant I beheld him. His presence
inspired my confidence, forbade the approach of fear, but also whispered a caution against
presumptuous assumption. In him were blended strength and gentleness like a bed of down on a
granite rock, while he emphasised every quality a man would desire to find in a cherished friend.
From his eyes love and patience streamed in a steady, ebbless flow, his mouth breathed the fragrance
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of fidelity and affection, upon his shoulders rested the mantle of condescension, and his waist was
bound with the girdle of constancy. He was a monarch, but his kingship was of service, and his prowess
had been gained in lifting up the fallen.
For a brief moment he paused to receive and return the salutation which greeted him, then proceeded to
execute his commission by the bestowal of the kiss which should break the seal of that final sleep and
usher the sleepers into the day which knows no eventide. Over one and then another he bent his
radiant form, loosing the influence of the refreshing spell which still caressed them, and as their eyes
opened upon the bewildering scene around, he caught each new-born soul in his strong embrace, lifted
it to his feet, and bade it welcome into a life of sympathy and compensation. The revelation and
recognition of the truth were simultaneous. It was simply a glance of enquiring wonder, followed by a
smile of inexpressible joy, and all was over.
With one impulse the audience rose and sang another chorus – this time it was a welcome home,
answered by a pathetic doxology from thankful hearts, the theme of which, words and music, I have
tried in vain to learn, and then that Magnetic Chorale was complete.
As the congregation dispersed the new comer lingered in the hall in conversation with the Assyrian,
and I asked my companion:
“Who is he?” “Myhanene!” he replied.

(These scenes being upper 1st sphere spirit world.)

Natural Love Flow
Divine Love Flow
Natural love is Creation’s love;
Divine Love is Soul’s love.
One can swap back and forwards between paths
I am God
I am God’s son / daughter / child
Intellectual
Emotional
Self reliant (trust myself)
God reliant (God relationship)
Self-determination way of life
Soul-spirit living harmony
Mind dominates
Soul dominates
Adult like
Child like
Control
Feeling
Millions of paths (man created)
Defined path (God created)
Peak possibility is 6th sphere
Peak possibility is infinity
time to complete path:
(sphere / mansion world are same)
100 years to over 1,000 years
5 years to over 10 years to at-onement

“Every day is a day of devotion.”
Please Mother and Father, may I receive Your LOVE.
God's Divine Love: Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it.
Our salvation IS the embracing of the Feeling Healing process and Divine Love.
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PROCESS of FORGIVENESS
PROCESS of FORGIVENESS
PROCESS of FORGIVENESS
PROCESS of FORGIVENESS

is also the PROCESS of REMOVING HARMFUL EMOTIONS
is also the PROCESS of HEALING BODIES Physical Spiritual
is also the PROCESS of SOUL GROWTH with the LOVE
is also the PROCESS of CLEANSING the SOUL
“The New Birth is the flowing of the Spirit of God
into your soul and the disappearing of all that tends
to turn your heart from the truth and Love of God in
conjunction to doing one’s Feeling Healing.”
“The Holy Spirit is God's messenger or instrument
that carries into the soul the Divine Love that is
bestowed on the truly penitent man.”

Our Heavenly Parents
send the Holy Spirit, the
Spirit, to those who long
for and ask for Their
Love and assistance. All
you need do is ASK!

“The Holy Spirit when the penitent prays for the
Love the Holy Spirit will respond and fulfil the work
that the Mother and Father has provided it to do.”
“The only thing that saves a man from their sins /
errors and reconciles them to the Mother and Father
is that they must become conscious of God’s Truths
and receive the Holy Spirit into their souls.”
Continuing with one’s longing for Truth and asking
for our Parents’ Love enables progressive removal of
emotional errors and injuries that then lead to the
removal of core emotional damage, and then,
subsequently, the progressive filling and expansion of
one’s own soul. Removal of these soul injuries
through Feeling Healing also leads to the removal of
damage to one’s spirit body and the restoration of
one’s health.
It is only by the infusion of this Love while longing
for Truth within one’s soul in sufficient quantities
does one become fitted to enter the Celestial Heavens.

Soul development, with the
Love, can take a soul from
being a dried up garden pea
to that of a simple candle,
and then onto that of a
blazing sun!
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The LOVE that brings about FORGIVENESS:
This Divine Love, and by this I mean the only way through which salvation can be obtained, can
enter and fill the soul through the sincere longing of the soul to assuage the thirst for at-onement with
the Father through prayer.
Revelation 17 – November 12th, 1960 – Jesus
The only way for man to achieve forgiveness of sins is through the obtaining of the Divine Love
or through purification of the natural love, a long and tedious process that fits the individual soul for a
place in the Sixth Sphere.
Revelation 50 – October 18th, 1954 – Jesus
Divine Love fits a personality to enter the Celestial Heavens, way above the 6th Sphere. Without this
Love, man cannot enter the Heavens. It is this Divine Love that brings about immortality for man.

This great Love of the Father was created or rather has always been, for the redemption of the vilest
sinner who seeks and believes.
March 24th, 1915 – Ann Rollins
Only the Divine Love can give man of a Divine Nature, and that no self development or cultivation of
the Natural Love to the greatest and most sublime extent are sufficient to make man at one with the
Father in the divine sense and which makes the spirit a partaker of this Divine Essence of the Father.
One needs to come to understand the difference between the two loves and what the New Birth
means.
March 24th, 1915 – Jesus

Feeling
Healing with
Divine Love is
the key!

Immortality with the Love.

Note: Following the writings of James Moncrief, one could consider that any reference to the Father, by
other relevant writers, may be read as a reference to ‘our Mother and Father’. Further, when considering
soul healing, then reference to Divine Love could be referred to as ‘Feeling Healing with Divine Love’.
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LUMINOSITY of the SOUL grows with LOVE:
DIVINE LOVE is a SUBSTANCE
CREATOR,
MOTHER,
FATHER,
GOD.
Divine Love
is delivered
through the
Holy Spirit,
should you
ask for
Their Love.
Angels actually
do not have
wings.

Father
Mother

Your
soul can
be
likened
to a
plasma
ball.

Soul releases
errors and
negative
emotions via
one’s Feeling
One’s soul can grow from the
Healing with
condition of a dark dried up pea Divine
to that of a Celestial Angel by
Love.
asking for and receiving Divine
Love. Divine Love changes the
essence of the soul to that of the
Divine.
Nothing else can do this.

Divine Love
Flowing

MoC
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5 Oct 2012
The DIVINE UNIVERSE
The BEAUTIFUL MIRACLE:
The way in which the Spirit conveys the Divine Love into the soul is a beautiful miracle. The
attribute of mortal soul prior to incarnation has to it, a potential within it that is part of its formed
nature. After the soul incarnates this potential remains part of the soul and even if the forming
personality is unaware of such a soul potential, the potential still exists. The Divine Love is entirely
suitable in its energy of harmony to be the energy that a mortal soul can utilise. The Spirit covers the
spirit body when the individual sincerely asks the Soul of God for the Divine Love and this covering
of the spirit body is where the dynamic of this beautiful miracle takes place. From the internal
longing of the individual for the Divine Love this activates the Spirit Law that activates the Spirit that
is then attracted to the spirit body upon which the Spirit material of the spirit body draws the Divine
Love in to its soul and this union complete. The key here is to gain a perceptive insight into realising
that the spirit body is not an inert body but that it is living and has activity, recognisable from its first
forming from the Spirit Law that materialises a spirit body. The Spirit and the spirit body to give an
analogy are like two attracting magnets and when the surface of the spirit body is touched by the
Spirit, this causes the automatic response of the Divine Love to permeate into the attribute of soul and
so begins the transformation of energy from the natural into the Immortal Divine Harmony. If the
individual continues the receipt of Divine Love the energy that is Divine Love actively begins to
change the soul and this is felt in the spirit body systems and can produce feelings of love and elation.
The spirit-mind begins to change as all spirit body systems are affected by the changed condition now
experienced in the soul as the soul becomes living and vital. In one’s progression of this Divine
transformation, the soul will mature enough from the amount of Divine energy it receives and at that
moment the surface of the spirit body and the Spirit are continuously attracted to each other and one
is living in the presence of the Father in perfect harmony and this clarifies the truth about what it
means to be truly at-one with God.
Soul within
spirit body
prior to receiving
Divine Love.

Divine Love being received
from The Spirit, covering the
spirit body of the requesting
personality.

Divine Love having been
assimilated within one’s soul,
now being reflected through the
radiance of the spirit body.
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SHINING TOWARD SPIRIT:
665. The Shining toward Truth

Vol III, p. 157, 14 Nov 2014 – 14 Mar 2015 Zara and Nicholas
www.lulu.com

It is I Matthew, a teacher of the Divine Love. I have
communicated with you recently, now I desire to provide you with
a visual description of the Love.
Imagine a continuous Energy shining light blue that is unbroken with a seamless surface that surround
every mortal and Immortal spirit. Imagine if you were to become aware that this energetic field of lightblue Energy existed in its shining radiance just near where you are. Now that you are aware that this
unbroken Divine Love is unified energetic field of living Love, by opening toward the Soul of God and
aspiring for the Divine Love, the Acting Spirit gently brings a small portion of this shining blue Energy
into your soul
The Divine Love that you have received remains part of this great Energy that the Divine Love is and
even though this small portion of Divine Love, now within your soul, in its shining radiance and
energetic cause, it is never separated from the continuous energetic field of Energy that the Divine Love
is. Having partaken of this Energy it is with perception that one is aware that the Divine Love within
one’s soul is the same Divine Love that every person and spirit who has partaken of this Love,
participates with. Even though in our individuality we partake of this Divine Energy, this Love is never
broken away from the Source and Origin from which this Divine Love emanates.
The Divine Love is bestowed into our finite soul by the Acting Spirit, but this Spirit remains in contact
with our spirit body and does not enter the finite soul to become part of our finite soul essence that we
are. No mortal or Immortal spirit can manifest in their soul the Acting Spirit so that this Spirit – this
Holy Spirit – becomes part of our existing finite sprit body. Only the Divine Love and its Energy
becomes part of our finite soul, which causes the change to our spirit body. The Acting Spirit always
remains its own attribute and never does a Celestial spirit claim ownership or take possession of the
Acting Spirit within their soul. (The Holy Spirit / Acting Spirit is an instrument of the Source Soul, our
Father.)
This is one of the wonderful Truths by which we who have been transformed by the Divine Love
understand our personal relationship with the Father’s ever-present Acting Spirit. The shining Energy of
Divine Love is all around us and when we have partaken of this Love, part of our finite nature becomes
independently shining in this true perfect Love.
I provide these words that may appeal to those who are visual and to express the universal appearance of
the Divine Love and the personal touch when in contact with the Acting Spirit.
Matthew (Apostle)
Whilst we are receiving our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love, and that this Love is causing
change within our soul and spirit attributes, the greatest Truth known to man and spirit is that
this is the way our Mother and Father are actually loving us! When we progress, it is God’s
way of loving us into love and then we live what we are, love.

Note: Following the writings of James Moncrief, one could consider that any reference to the Father, by
other relevant writers, may be read as a reference to ‘our Mother and Father’. Further, when considering
soul healing, then reference to Divine Love could be referred to as ‘Feeling Healing with Divine Love’.
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The SUBSTANCE of The LOVE brings about PHYSICAL HEALTH:
December 5, 2003
https://new-birth.net/contemporarymessages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2003/millions-of-souls-millions-of-paths-ks-5-dec-2003/
"When you know that you are souls with a spiritual body and a physical body, and that these two bodies
reflect the condition of your soul, then how can there be any question about which part of your being is
the most important?"
"If you want to be well and healthy, happy and strong, then you must see that it is important for
you to get your souls into the highest and best condition possible."
Apostle Peter
In the same way we will go about achieving our very personal and valued goals so will we go about
creating harmony within our communities and peace worldwide.
“The opening up of the soul permits a permanent exchange with Divinity, a permanent recharge
of this healing energy that allows not only the re-establishment of lost health, but the continuity of
health, providing such a perfect balance, even in the physical body, that noxious agents like
bacteria and virus cannot find any opportunity to unchain pathological reactions, which we
commonly call illness.
“But it is true that people without the benefit of Divine Love would lack the protective shield,
which the intrinsic healing energies of Divine Love provide for those who pray for our Heavenly
Father’s Grace.”
Judas – August 19th, 2001

Divine Love is the Great Gift that God desires to give to the heart-soul that asks, yearns and seeks
for It. It is unconditional Love conditionally given that requires no preparation. It is conditional
only because Divine Love cannot and will not be given to any person without that person first
asking and yearning for It.

We Inherit our Emotional Errors from the Environment around us during Childhood:
We are to build but one temple. The Temple of the Living God is the blending of the greater (Divine
Love) with the lesser (natural love) through which the lesser becomes one with the greater. The
impurity was caused by the separation of the lesser from the greater. The purity is caused by their union,
so that no longer is there a greater and a lesser but just the one good, whole, pure air of at-onement.
When you let the Love of the Father pour through you to all things, nothing fears you and no harm can
befall you. It is separation from the Source Soul, Father, which has caused sin / error, sickness, poverty,
and death. It is union with the Creator, Father that causes one to become a whole Being or to become
conscious of being whole.
Life and Teaching of the Masters of the Far East Vol I by Baird T Spalding.
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COSMOS VIBRATES on the MATHEMATICS of MUSIC:
Over the past 100 years, man has been gifted with the receipt of highest level of spiritual truths in all of
its history.
Between 1914 and 1923 James Padgett recorded, by automatic writing, some twenty five hundred
messages, coming from two hundred and fifty spirit people, many of these spirits being from within the
celestial spheres of the spirit world (8th sphere and higher). Within the Book of Truths, there are some
866 of those individual messages.
Lost to humanity, by the time of the beginning of the fourth century, were the teachings about Divine
Love. James Padgett has been the instrument used to reintroduce these teachings to mankind.
James Padgett opened the way, he was highly religious and so was his family. His unexpected gift of
automatic writing, discovered shortly after the death of his wife, enabled the commencement of the
above five series of teachings.
From James’ recorded messages, Dr Samuels was able to ask for and receive Divine Love which
enabled further Celestial messages to be delivered. The Judas of Kerioth messages came through a
student of both Padgett and Samuels teachings. Now, in turn, the channels for the Richard Messages
and The Divine Universe are all living in Divine Love and the messages continue with ever expanding
detail and clarity.
Following are excerpts out of the Padgett Messages which are published in the Book of Truths by
Joseph Babinsky and in True Gospel Revealed Anew by Jesus published by Geoff Cutler:
September 28, 1914
We have many friends who visit us and whom we visit. We do the work of the Lord in helping the
spirits in the lower spheres to see the truths of the love of their Father. We are not singing all the time,
but we have a great deal of beautiful music and laughter and love.
Goodnight – your grandmother – Ann Rollins (Grandmother of James Padgett)
November 16, 1914
I am here, Helen
(Helen Padgett died 12 February 1914)
I have music, such as you never heard on Earth, and instruments of various kinds which I am learning to
play, and I sing with all my heart and soul as the days go by. I have beds on which I lie down, but I
never sleep. We do not need sleep here; we only rest, for sometimes we get tired from our work and are
greatly refreshed by lying on the beds and couches which are so comfortable that we do not realize that
we are tired after lying down a little while.
Yes I do, and when I sing I think of you (James Padgett) and wish that you could hear me as you did
when I was with you in the body. I like “The Song that Reached my Heart;” it seems to bring me more
in rapport with you than any of the others, although “Sing Me to Sleep” is one that I enjoy to sing very
much.
Yes we eat fruit and nuts, but do not do so because we are hungry, but more because we enjoy the
flavours so much; and we drink water, pure and sweet, as it makes us feel so refreshed when we are a
little tired. No, our fruit is not of the earthly kind; it is so much more delightful that I am unable to
describe it to you. And the nuts are different, also. Yes, the water is purer than what you have and is
more refreshing.
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No, our instruments are not like those on Earth, they are not stringed instruments, but are played by our
thoughts of goodness and love. We do not use fingers or lungs, but merely thoughts, and if they are pure
and loving, our music is very beautiful and not discordant.
Yes, I am, when you are asleep or doing something in the line of your work; then you do not need me
and I am free to leave you. You must not think that I am not free to leave you when I am with you, for I
am, and I come to you of my own free will; but love compels, and in that particular I am not free and
don’t want to be. Your love to me is the greatest thing, except God’s love, in all the world, and without
it I would be very unhappy. You do not know how very necessary your loving me is to my happiness;
and you must never cease to love me, for if you do not I will not enjoy my home or the spirit world so
much. Yes, I know, but I some times fear that you may forget to think of me as I want you to.
Yes it is permanent, and the house and trees and flowers are more real to me than were ever the houses
and trees and flowers on Earth; they are not shadowy as you may think, but are so very substantial that
they never decay or grow old. Yes, I have one selected for you now, and will make it so beautiful that
you will wonder how it was possible for me to do so; there will be so much love in it that there will be
no room for anything that is not in harmony with my love, and you will realize that your own Helen
loves you with all the love that a soul can have for its mate. (Our soul is a duplex, dividing into two prior
to incarnation which is the individualisation of each soul half, hence soulmate.)
Yes, we will be together in every way and separated only while we are doing some of God’s work. You
will be with me in all my thoughts and I will be with you in your thoughts. Love will keep us through
all eternity.
Yes, we will love our parents and children just as much as on Earth, but they will not need our love so
much, as they will have their own soulmates to love them. We will visit them and be visited by them,
and enjoy their society even more than when on Earth. They will love us very much, but the love that
makes two souls one will exist only for the soulmates. God’s love will not interfere with that—I mean
our love for God. It is of a kind that is different from our love for each other, and is of a more spiritual
and holy nature.
I am so very much pleased to see that you are getting more of His love in your heart each day, and soon
you will do the work that the Master has laid out for you to do. Yes, I am going to try to progress into
the higher planes, and hope to do so as rapidly as is possible, but you may rest assured that no matter
what plane I may be in, my love for you will not lessen, and I will not cease to be with you as I now am.
The life in the higher spheres without you would not be complete; you are necessary to my complete
happiness. God has decreed that two soulmates are intended to make one complete whole, and they
must, in order to be wholly happy and to fulfil the laws of His love, live together forever as one. Yes, I
know, because I have asked your grandmother and she has told me. You can progress on Earth just as
rapidly as I can here, if you will let God’s love come into your heart as fully and as abundantly as I do;
and you can if you will only pray to the Father. He does not require the child of His care to be in the
spirit world in order to develop his soul. You have the same soul now that you will have when you
come here, and if you let God fill it with His love while you are on Earth, why should it not progress as
much as it does here?
January 7, 1915
I am here, Helen
The music is so beautiful that I cannot describe it to you, and even the love which helps to make the
music is of such an intensity that you could not possibly understand if I should attempt to tell it to you.
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My home here is much more beautiful than that which I had in the third sphere, and everything is
beyond what I conceived when I lived there. The house and trees and flowers and fruits are very much
more beautiful and delightful. No one could be anything but happy in such a home. We have nothing to
interfere with our happiness and every one is a delightful companion and full of love and beauty. I have
met many spirits that I did not know either on Earth or in the spirit world before I came to this place,
both men and women.
Yes, we have rivers and lakes and fields and mountains and all the beautiful landscapes that you can
imagine. I not only enjoy these things, but they are more real than those of Earth. I am sometimes
engaged in painting these flowers and landscapes, and have many pictures which others painted. I find
that I can paint with a more artistic touch than when on Earth. I have no trouble in drawing as you know
I had some in my Earth pictures. I am also studying music, and especially my vocal lessons. You will
be much surprised when you hear me sing as you cannot conceive what a different voice I have.
Sometimes I try to sing some of the songs that I used to sing to you, but they are not pretty in
comparison to the songs we have here, either in the music or the sentiments.
March 10, 1915
I am here, Helen
Well, my house is a beautiful white one of a substance that you might think of as alabaster, and two
stories in height, with rooms on each side of a wide and beautiful hall. The rooms are very large and
filled with the most beautiful furniture that you can conceive of. The walls are all hung with satin
coverings, and between are lovely pictures. The parlour, as you would call it, is filled with the most
exquisite and comfortable couches and chairs, and with beautiful tables and bric-a-brac, and also many
pictures of landscapes and fruits and flowers. I don’t know who painted them, but they are there and
give me much delight, and satisfy to so great an extent my love for paintings and pictures. There are
also many little curios that would make the heart of an aesthetic person rejoice and feel glad. My music
room has in it instruments of various kinds, wonderful in sound and construction. I play some of them
and also sing in my weak way, as you say on Earth; but I enjoy the music more than I can tell you, and
so do many spirits who call to see me.
I have other rooms, such as repose rooms, a library, and rooms for meditation and prayer. My library is
full of books dealing with subjects that are to me now so congenial and necessary, for they tell me of
God’s Love and care for his children. There are also books that deal with the laws of the spirit world
and of the other parts of the universe; but these latter I do not read much, for my whole study is so given
to the laws pertaining to our own spirit world and its relationship to your world, and the love of God,
and the love that should exist among mortals and spirits, that I do not find time for these other studies;
and, in fact, I have not the inclination.
There are books that you might call fiction, but really are not, for they describe the actual experience of
spirits in such a vivid and interesting way, that if they were portrayed in your earthly books you would
think it fiction.
April 13, 1915
I thought that the beauty and grandeur of the first sphere could not possibly be surpassed, but when I tell
you that comparison cannot be made between the beauties of the two places, it is the best that I can do.
My home was all ready for me, and I was carried by a whole host of spirits to it and told that it was for
me, and that God had prepared it for my happiness and joy. It certainly is beyond description, and it
would be useless for me to try to describe it.
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The spirits here are so much more beautiful than those of any other sphere. They are more ethereal and
their garments are all shining and white; not one little speck reminds one of the Earth or the grosser
spheres of the spirit world. And here the music is entirely divine and of such a great variety, all telling
of the great love of God, and sung in His praise and adoration. I have not yet seen all the beauties of this
sphere, and I may later give you a fuller description of it.
I am your own true and loving grandmother – Ann Rollins
July 6, 1915
I want to tell you of my beautiful home in the second Celestial sphere, and what happiness we have in
enjoying its beauties and grandeur. (Progression is through the Spirit World spheres of which there are
seven, then one enters the Celestial Heavens starting with the first Celestial sphere.) It is not possible
for me to describe its appearance, only to say that its beauty is beyond any conception that you may have,
or any ability I may have to describe it. Everything that the heart may wish for is contained in it, and
everything that you can conceive of as being necessary to make a home beautiful is there. I am in a
great degree of happiness, and have so many bright and beautiful spirits for companions, and never get
tired of listening to the grand and angelic music. We, I mean your mother, wife and myself, are with
one another very frequently, although our homes are different and not very close together. Of course,
my home is in a higher plane in that sphere, than those of your mother or wife, but there is nothing to
prevent our having constant intercourse and companionship. He [grandfather] is in the fifth sphere
(Spirit Worlds) still, although he is progressing, and is so very anxious to get with me, but he has not
love and faith sufficient to be with me in my home. I know that you are anxious that we be together and
that you pray for such a consummation of our desires; and your prayers will be answered before a great
while for my faith is so strong that I know that my prayers will soon be answered by the Father. Yes, I
will go to the third Celestial sphere where many bright spirits are. Spirits who have the love of God in
their souls to an extent that fits them for such a life. You are right; there are no purely intellectual
spheres in the Celestial heavens. All the spheres are soul spheres where the love of the Father is
possessed by all the spirit inhabitants to such an extent that intellectual development is merely a
secondary condition. How I would like to write you a long letter tonight on spiritual matters, but I do
not think that you are quite in condition to take such a message, and I will postpone it until a later time.
Your wife is here, and after a little she will write to you, and tell you of her happiness and peace in the
Father’s love.
So I will not write more tonight, but will only repeat that I love you with all my heart and soul.
Your grandmother – Ann Rollins
August 17, 1915
I am here, Samuel, the Prophet
The music is sublime beyond conception; and there are all kinds of musical instruments which the spirits
know how to play, and, as you may not suppose, every spirit has the ability to sing. There are no voices
that are out of tune with the surroundings and with the other voices. Every spirit has music in his soul,
and every spirit has the vocal qualities to express that music.

To liberate one’s real self, one’s will, being one’s soul, is begun by embracing
Feeling Healing, so as to clear emotional injuries and errors. With the Divine
Love, then one is also Soul Healing. We are to feel our feelings, identify what
they are, accept and fully acknowledge that we’re feeling them, express them
fully, all whilst longing for the truth they are to show us.
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DIVINE LOVE being AVAILABLE is our SALVATION:
DIVINE LOVE is the ultimate
high octane super fuel to
transform our soul into that
which is Divine. Loving in all
that we then do. With Divine
Love we can progress into the
Celestial Heavens, without it
we can not. Ask and you will
receive.
We are created with the
substance of that which is not
Divine, and that is Natural
Love with its various aspects
that reflect through our
personality.

The Divine Love is far more powerful
than the natural love. If I would have to
put a number on how much stronger,
just so you can understand what I’m
trying to say, I would say 10 or maybe
even 100 times. Of course this is purely
hypothetical because natural love is only
a derivative of Divine Love so it is almost
impossible to compare them this way. If
you ask for the Divine Love to enter
your soul it will be 10 or 100 times more
efficient, 10 or 100 times stronger than if
you would let the natural love flow
through your soul. So it will help to
break down “the wall” you’ve created
around your soul 10 or 100 times faster
than the natural love would do.
John (Apostle) 19 January 2015

NATURAL LOVE or DIVINE LOVE:
Accounts of spirit people who’s condition have been so poor to fit them only for the hells, namely the
Spheres of Disharmony, show that even they can progress from the lowest of conditions to being within
the Celestial Heaven, way above the highest sphere of the Natural Love spheres, within or around three
or so years. Some achievements discussed in messages have been:
James Padgett entered the Celestial Heaven within 28 months of his passing.
Helen Padgett was in the Celestial Heaven within 12 months of passing.
Nita Padgett progressed from low 1st sphere to Celestial Heaven within 24 months of passing.
Kevin Cooper died 10 August 2012, through Feeling Healing became Celestial on 7 August 2017.
Bradley Cooper, son of Kevin, suicided on 21 September 1999 and early April 2018, became Celestial.
Emperor Nero progressed out of the low hells to Celestial Heaven by receiving Divine Love.
Emperor Julius Caesar moved from the hells to 3rd sphere within 19 months from receiving the Love.
George Butler progressed from the hells to the 3rd sphere within 38 months by receiving the Love.
President Grover Cleveland moved from dark spheres / hells to 3rd sphere in 20 months with Love.
President John F Kennedy achieved Celestial status following 15 years of Feeling Healing process.
R. Ross Perry progressed from the hells to 3rd sphere over 30 months by receiving the Love.
It is only the Love that forgives sin, dissolves the errors and fits a person for a higher habitat.
Man, left to his own devises, can require many centuries to grow and then cannot enter the Celestial
Heaven.
Man, can know and knows God only because he possesses a soul, and he can never know God if he seeks
Him intellectually and with his mind alone. Doubt and speculation is a product of the mind, but faith is a
product of the soul and we know that God exists through our soul perceptions, so that we can create the
spiritual link with God through prayer. Not a mental prayer, but a prayer that comes from man's soul –
earnest, sincere, full of longing, faith and love.
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Music – The Life Beyond the Veil:
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The Life Beyond the Veil series consists of five volumes:
The Lowlands of Heaven
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The Highlands of Heaven
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The Ministry of Heaven
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The Battalions of Heaven
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The Outlands of Heaven
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Spirit Messages received and set down by the Rev. George Vale Owen.
(1860‐1931) Vicar of Orford, Lancashire, England.
Republished by Geoff Cutler:
https://new-birth.net/other-stuff/books-we-love/books-on-life-after-death/
Scenes that are Brighter
The Home of Music—“They stand, those Halls of Sion, all Jubilant with song, and bright with many an
Angel”— The Halls of Colour—The heavenly life—A story with a moral—After death, realization and first
experiences—A parting and a meeting—A children’s school, progressive botany—A Manifestation—The
child and the globe of light—All creation one—Creative thinking.
Tuesday, September 30, 1913
YOU would scarcely realize all that we feel when we come to Earth in this way and commune with one still
wending his way through the valley.
We feel that we are of those who are more than ordinarily privileged, for, once we are able to convince
people how much lies to their hand that they might use for the uplifting of the race, there seems to be no
bounds to the possibilities of good and enlightenment. Still, we are but able to do a little, and must rest
content until others will co-operate with us, as you have done, fearlessly, knowing that no evil can come to
those who love the Father, and serve Him in His Son, our Saviour Lord.
Now, in order to help those who still doubt us and our mission and message, let me say that we do not lightly
leave our beautiful home to come down into the mists which surround the Earth sphere. We have a mission
and a work in hand which some one must do, and there is joy in the doing of it.
A little time since—to speak in Earth phrase—we were sent into a region where the waters were collected
into a large lake, or basin, and round the lake, at some distance from each other, were erected buildings in
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the form of large halls with towers. They were of varied architecture and design, and not all built of one
material. Spacious gardens and woods surrounded them, some of them miles in extent, and full of beautiful
fauna and flora, most of the species known on Earth, but also some which would be strange to you now,
although I think that at least a proportion of them lived once on Earth. That is a detail.
What I wish to explain to you is the purpose of these colonies.
They are for nothing else than the manufacture of music and musical instruments. Those who live there are
engaged in the study of music and its combinations and effects, not only as to what you know as sound, but
also in other connections. We visited several of the great houses and found bright and happy faces to
welcome us and show us over the place; and also to explain what we were able to understand, and I frankly
confess that was not much. Such as I personally did understand I will try to explain to you.
One house—or college, for they were more like colleges than manufactories, when I come to think of it—
was devoted to the study of the best methods of conveying musical inspiration to those who had a talent for
composition on Earth; and another house gave attention rather to those who were clever at playing music,
and others to singing, and still others made a special study of ecclesiastical music, and others concert music,
and others operatic composition, and so on.
The results of their studies are tabulated, and there their duty ends. These results are studied again by
another class, who consider the best method of communicating them to composers of music generally, and
then another body do the actual work of transmission through the Veil into the Earth sphere. Here are pointed
out to them the objects of their endeavours, namely, those who are likely to prove most ready of response to
their inspiration. These have been carefully selected by others who are trained in selection of such. All is
in perfect order; from the colleges round the lake to the church or concert hall or opera house on Earth there
is a chain of trained workers who are constantly active in giving to Earth some little gift of heavenly music.
And that is how all your best music comes to you….
Yes, you are quite correct. Much of your music is not from us; and much is sullied in its passage. But that is
not the fault of the workers from those spheres, but lies at the door of those on your side of the Veil, and
those on this side who are of the gloomy regions and whom the character of the composer gives a foothold to
tamper with that which comes from us here.
What were the towers for?
I was just going to explain that to you.
The lake is of vast extent, and the buildings at some little distance from it on all sides. But at certain times,
previously arranged, the workers of some of these colleges, and now and again of all of them, send certain
of their company to the towertop and, when all are assembled, then a concert, literally true to its name, is
held. They all practise something they have previously agreed upon together. On one tower will be
instrumentalists of one class, on another those of another class, and on the third vocalists; and on another,
another class of vocalists; for there are many classes, not only four, as usually with you, but many toned
voices. And other towers are devoted to other workers whose actual duties I could not understand.
From what I could make out, some of these were expert in harmonizing the whole, or part, of the volume of
sound combined from the different towers.
But I want to get on to the description of the thing itself — the concert or festival, or whatever you like to
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call it. We were taken to an island in the midst of the lake, and there, in a beautiful scene of trees and grass
and flowers and terraces and arbours of trees and little nooks and seats of stone or wood, we heard the
festival.
First there came a chord, long and sustained, growing louder and louder, until it seemed to invade the whole
landscape and waterscape and every leaf of every tree. It was the key given to the musicians on the various
towers. It died into silence and all seemed very still. Then gradually, we heard the orchestra. It came from
many towers, but we could not tell any single contribution apart. It was perfect harmony, and the balance of
tone was exquisite.
Then the singers took up their part, It is of no use for me to try to describe this music of the heavenly spheres
in Earth language, but I may perhaps be able to give you some idea of the effect.
Briefly, it made everything more lovely—not only beautiful, but lovely, too—for there is a difference in
meaning of these two words as I use them here. All our faces took on a more lovely hue and expression, the
trees became deeper in colour, and the atmosphere gradually grew into a vapour of tints like a rainbow. But
the vapour did not obscure anything; it seemed to bring everything nearer together rather. The water
reflected the rainbow tints, and our clothing also became intensified in colour.
Moreover, the animals and birds about us also responded. One white bird I remember especially. Her
beautiful milky feathers gradually grew brighter and, when I saw her last, before she flew into a grove, she
shone like gold burnished and glowing, like transparent light or fire. Then, as the mists slowly faded away,
we all became, and everything became, normal once again. But the effect remained, and if I could give it a
name, I should say it was “peace.”
That, then, is one little experience which I had in the Home of Music. What we heard will be discussed
again and again by meetings of experts, a little altered here, and a little there, and then some use will be
made of it; perhaps at some great service of thanksgiving here, or some reception of spirits come over from
the Earth life, or some other function. For music enters into so many phases of our life here, and, indeed, all
seems music in these spheres of light—music and blended colour and beauty, all breathing love among all,
and to Him Who loves us as we are not able to love. But His love draws us onward, and, as we go, is all
about us, and we must inbreathe it, as we do the beauty of His presence. This we cannot choose but do, for
He is All in All here, and love is a delight which only you will understand when you stand where we have
stood, and heard what we have heard, and seen the beauty of His presence, breathing and shimmering all
around and above and beneath, as we learned some little more of His love.
Be strong and live the valiant life, for the end is worth the cost, as we ourselves have proved.
Good night, dear lad, and remember that sometimes in your sleep we are able to waft some faint echo of
such music as this into your spiritual environment, and it is not without its effect on the aspect worn in your
mind by your next day’s life and work.
Wednesday, October 1, 1913
What we said last evening relative to the Home of Music was but an outline sketch of all that we heard and
saw; and we only went over part of the place. We are informed, however, that it is of much larger extent
even than we thought at the time, and extends far away from the lake into the mountainous country outlying the
plain in which the lake lies. In those mountains there are other colleges, all linked up with those we saw by
means of a kind of wireless telephony, and a co-operative work is continually going on.
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On our way back to our own home we turned aside to see another new thing. It was a plantation of very
large trees in which was built another tower, not a single column, but a series of chambers and halls, with
pinnacles and turrets and domes of manifold colours. These were all in the one building, which was very
high and also spacious. We were shown within very courteously and kindly by one of the dwellers there,
and the first thing that struck us was the curious aspect of the walls.
What had from the outside appeared opaque, from the inside were translucent, and, as we went from hall to
hall, and chamber to chamber, we noticed that the light which filled each was slightly different in tint from
the one which led to it—not of different colour, for the variance was not so marked as that, but just a slight
degree deeper or lighter.
In most at least of the smaller compartments the light was of one definite and delicate hue, but every now and
then, after passing through a more or less complete series of chambers, we came to a large hall, and in this
hall were gathered all the component tints of the surrounding chambers. I am not quite sure whether I am
exactly correct in saying that all the smaller laboratories only distilled one tint, but am telling you as nearly
as I can remember. There was so much we saw that it is difficult to separate all into details; and it was my
first visit. So I do not vouch for more than a true description of the general scheme.
One of these great halls was the Orange Hall, and in it were all the tints of that primary, from the faintest of
light gold to the deepest of deep orange. Another was the Red Hall, where hues were ambient all about us,
from the faintest rose-leaf pink to the deepest crimson of the rose or dahlia. Another, the Violet Hall, was
radiant with hues ranging from the most delicate heliotrope, or amethyst, to the dark rich hue of the pansy.
And now I must tell you that there were not only more but several more of these halls devoted to those tints
which you do not know, but which you call the ultra-violet and the ultra-red, and most wonderful they are.
Now, these rays are not blended together in one hue, but each tint was distinct in its gradation, and yet A
harmonized wonderfully and beautifully.
You are wondering to what purpose these buildings of crystal are put. They are for studying the effect of
colours as applied to different departments of life, animal, vegetable and even mineral life, but the two
former chiefly, together with clothing. For both the texture and the hue of our garments take their quality
from the spiritual state and character of the wearer. Our environment is part of us, just as with you, and light
is one component, and an important one, of our environment. Therefore it is very powerful in its
application, under certain conditions, as we saw it in these halls.
I am told that the results of those studies are handed on to those who have charge of trees and other plant life
on Earth and other planets. But there are other results which are too rare in nature for such application to
the grosser environment of Earth and the other planets, so, of course, only a very small part of these studies
is handed on in your direction.
I am sorry that I can tell you little more, partly because of these same limitations, and partly because it is
rather scientific and out of my line. But this I may add, for I inquired while there. They do not gather the
primary colours together in one hall in that colony. Why, I do not know. It may be, as some of my friends
think, who understand these matters better than I do, that the force generated by such combination would
collectively be too tremendous for that building and require a specially constructed one, and that, probably,
away in some high mountain; as it is possible, they told me, that no vegetation would live within a long
distance of such a place.
And they add that they doubt whether people of the degree we met could safely control such forces as would
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be so generated. They think it would require those of much higher state and skill. But away in another and
higher sphere there may be, and probably is, a place where this is done, and that place in touch with the one
we saw. Judging from the way things are ordered here, that much is almost certain.
We left the colony, or university, as it might be called, and when we were at some distance away on the
plain where we could see the central dome above the trees, our guide, who had come with us to speed us on
our way, told us to stop and see a little parting surprise which the Chief had promised to afford us. We
watched and saw nothing, and, after a while, looked at our guide questioningly. He smiled, and we looked
again.
Presently one of our party said, “What colour was that dome when we first paused here?” One said, “I
believe it was red.” But none could be sure. Anyway, it was then a golden tint, so we said we would
watch it. Sure enough, presently it was green, and yet we had not seen it change, so gradually and evenly
was the progress from one colour to the other made. This went on for some time, and it was extremely
beautiful.
Then the dome disappeared utterly. Our guide told us it was still there in the same place, but the
disappearance was one of the feats they had managed to accomplish by combining certain elements of light
from the various halls. Then above the dome and the trees —the dome still being invisible—there appeared
an enormous rose of pink, which slowly deepened into crimson, and all among its petals there were beautiful
forms of children playing, and men and women standing or walking and talking together, handsome, beautiful
and happy; and fawns and antelopes and birds, running or flitting or lying among the petals, whose shapes
swelled like hills and mounds and landscapes. Over these swells ran children with the animals, playing
very happily and prettily. And then it all slowly faded away, and all was blank. We were shown several of
these displays as we stood there.
Another was a column of light which shot up vertically from where we knew the dome was, and stood erect
in the heavens. It was of the purest white light, and so steady that it looked almost solid. Then came a ray
from one of the halls obliquely and gently struck against the side of the column. Then came another from
another hall, of a different colour—red, blue, green, violet, orange; light, middle and dark of all colours you
know, and some which you do not know—and they all lodged against the white column about half way up.
Then we saw the oblique lines of light taking shape, and they slowly became each a highway with buildings,
houses, castles, palaces, groves of trees, temples and all manner of such, all along the broadways. And up
these ways came crowds of people, some on foot, some on horseback, and others driving in chariots. All
on one shaft of light were of one colour, but manifold in hues. It was very lovely to see them. They
approached the column and halted a little distance from it all round.
Then the top of the column opened out slowly, like a beautiful white lily, and the petals began to curl over,
and lower, and ever lower, until they overspread the space between the people and the column. And then the
base of the column began to do the same, until it formed a platform, circular in shape, between the different
shafts of light, from the column to so far as the places on each causeway where the people halted.
Then they could move onward. But they mingled now, and their horses and conveyances, each retaining its
own tint and colour, but mingling with the rest. And we became aware that what we were looking at was a
great multitude of lovely and happy people, gathered as if for a feast or festival, in an enormous pavilion of
varitinted light. For their hues were now reflected against and into the roof and the floor, or pavement, and
most wonderful was the radiance of it all. Slowly they formed into groups, and then we noticed that the
centre column was piped like a great organ, and we understood what to expect.
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And it came very soon—a great burst of music, vocal and instrumental, a grand Gloria in excelsis to Him
Who dwells in the light which is as darkness to His children, even as our darkness is as light when He sheds
down on us a ray of His present power; for Omnipotent is the King Whose Light is life to all His children,
and Whose glory is reflected in the light such as we are able to endure. Something like that they sang, and
then all that, too, faded away. I expected they would retrace their steps along the causeways, but these were
withdrawn, and apparently it was unnecessary.
Your time is up, dear lad, so we must stop regretfully, with our usual love to you, my dear one, and those
who love you and us, as we love them. God be with you, Who is Light, and in Whom no darkness can find a
place to rest.

GOD
DIVINE
TRUTH

Earnestly longing to God for Their
forgiveness and Love, desiring to
change one’s unsatisfactory ways
will bring about permanent
benefits and continual growth.

Father
Mother

DIVINE
LOVE

Such earnest longing will
bring about the activation of
the Spirit and the infusion of
God’s Divine Love into
one’s soul.

Holy Spirit conveys the Love
and brings about resolve and
strengthening to engage in
Feeling Healing of one’s soul.
Continue to ask for the Love
and it will be showered upon
you.
The Soul encrusted without
The Soul in pristine condition with
Feeling Healing and the Love.
Feeling Healing and the Love.

LIVE FEELINGS FIRST
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ASPECTS of LIFE:
Physical /
material body
Brain
Spirit /
etheric body
Mind
Soul + Spirit
Combination
Senses
Desires
Memory
Passions
Intention
Free Will
Emotions
Creativity
Awareness
Personality
Aspirations
Intelligence
Consciousness
The Real You
is your Soul!
The spirit body is composed of a different kind of matter, "finer" or more "ethereal". The fact that
its aspect reflects the condition of soul is a clear indication that the soul influences largely its
formation, and even more, the soul is indeed the creator of this body, which covers it and provides
it with the characteristic of individuality. The formation of the spirit body begins at the moment of
incarnation of the soul in the foetus, incarnation which only takes place should there exist a high
probability that the spirit of life has found in the new organism a stable biological structure,
allowing it to carry out its life‐giving function.
P529 Judas of Kerioth 8th May 2002
At the moment of conception, we incarnate, that is, we achieve individualisation and become
self aware and we are then able to exercise our free will.
At the moment of conception, our soul, being our real self, is creating the newly forming
embryo and everything else every step of the way as Judas says above. And our soul utilises
our parents’ life forces to achieve incarnation.
At the moment of conception, there is nothing of the Divine within us. Only as we proceed to
ask for and receive Divine Love does our soul slowly and progressively change into the nature
of that which is Divine. As our soul receives Divine Love, and embraces Feeling Healing, it will
grow, and grow, and grow in brilliance and into that which is Divine.
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The REAL YOU is the SOUL:
One’s personality, natural intelligence, memory and human
attributes all are soul based. The soul initiates conception so
it can start expressing one of its two personalities in
Creation. It creates the will, then ‘wills’ the spirit body and
physical body and all that connects them with the will into
being. Our soul constantly sustains or expresses us, one of its
two personalities, in Creation. The spirit can’t separate from
the soul because the soul keeps it in existence. We need our
spirit and physical bodies to experience our personality
through. When the spirit body separates from the physical
body, one continues on living in a different form without
losing any of the attributes experienced during physical life.
Incarnation is the process of individualisation of the soul.

Physical
body
Spirit
body
Soul

Without a soul, our physical bodies would function and interact similarly to that
of a domestic animal. An unsouled human body (thought not possible) would
respond like a household puppy! Domestic animals calibrate on Dr David
Hawkins’ Map of Consciousness between 200 and 250, the human body
calibrates at 200. All animals have spirit bodies, these do not survive into the
spirit Mansion Worlds. Our SOUL IS NOT ENSOULED IN OUR SPIRIT
BODY. Our soul exists existentially in a whole different level or plane or place
or dimension of being – ‘soul land’. It doesn’t exist in Creation, it’s not
experiential like Creation is. The soul, all souls, help create their part of
Creation by expressing their personalities into Creation, and then by having their
personalities do things (further create) in Creation.
Our first parents, Andon and Fonta (also called Aman and Amon), were the
first to exhibit human perfection hunger some one million years ago
(993,500 years ago). Adam and Eve, Adamite bestowals, arrived some
thirty eight thousand years ago – or earlier.
Aman and Amon were the first True Humans, which means, the first soul expressing its soulmate pair,
its two personalities, in Creation – on Earth. From which came forth the rest of us. So they had a soul
from the start, which separated them from their animal parents. It’s the soul that wants to fully express
itself through its two personalities perfectly in Creation, which is the so-called ‘human perfection
hunger’. It, our soul, wants to be Perfect like its Heavenly Parents, the Soul that Created it. We,
focused as personalities, want to be perfect, like the Personalities of our Mother and Father that are
Perfect. Our soul wants to be like Their Soul. Our soul wants to ascend us to Paradise so we can be
with Them, as physically close to Them on a personality level that we can be, and then see what
happens.
There were aunts and cousins, parents and grandparents. But they were not human like Aman and
Amon – they were really animals, though of the same species. Aman and Amon wandered off from the
family, since they could find no way of relating to them at all. How could they? They were incapable
of rational thought, speech, or anything human. Aman and Amon knew that forevermore that they
were apart.
Aman and Amon may have been twins. They were indeed a primate species of humanoids. But they,
themselves were more beautiful than their animal relatives, and they knew, even from their very
appearance, that they were marked even by Nature to be different.
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DIVINE LOVE HARMONY:
Immortal harmony:
Transformation of the soul
is a beautiful harmonious
gradual awakening.
In a gradual way with the Divine Love and Feeling Healing, as changes in the soul and spirit
body occur, these changes will result in the personality slowly accepting the source of these
changes as being the Soul God and with the independent will, one can have complete
acceptance of our Heavenly Parents, Mother and Father, God.
People have loved God and felt loved by God and they have in deed received the Divine Love
without ever knowing the truthful identity of this Love insofar as the truths relating with its
causality in the human soul and affect upon the spirit-mind.
Part of the nature of the Divine Love in our souls is that it activates our spirit body systems and
soul so that the nature of God is seen and experienced in the living and this places us in touch
with the many Spirit attributes that extend from God and have their existence in God, such as
our Indwelling Spirit. God no longer remains inactive to us; inert, inanimate, or an unknown
but rather a Soul of living energy whose energy in the harmonies of Love and Spirit, is
personified as love that we experience. If I can convey the essence about the nature of Divine
Love it is that in its energy, exists the harmony and potential so that one can see the potential
that this Love brings to bridge the gap of separation between the individual and God by the
harmonies of soulfully living.

The Divine Love completes the form of the human being.
In essence, one need only direct their soul and the
heart of their soul to our Heavenly Parents, the Soul
being God, and in this faith one can experience the
Love by humbly asking for this Love. This is all that
is needed and the touchstone upon the Love’s
approachable nature.
The Love is never harmful or given by God that results in a
caused effect of disharmony in the individual. The diversity of
human individuality is a great characteristic of human nature
and as with experience, one needs experience to ascertain a
truth about a certain thing. Experiencing the Love provides a
substantiated knowing from which a more objective reasoning
follows and a maturity happens.

By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.
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KINESIOLOGY MUSCLE TESTING – GENERAL INFORMATION:
David R Hawkins – Transcending the Levels of Consciousness P.372
The energy field of consciousness is infinite in dimension. Specific levels correlate with human
consciousness, and these have been calibrated from “1” to “1,000”. See the Map of Consciousness.
These fields reflect and dominate human consciousness.
Everything in the universe radiates a specific frequency or minute energy field that remains in the field
of consciousness permanently. Thus, every person or being whoever lived and anything about them,
including any event, thought, deed, feeling, or attitude, is recorded forever and can be retrieved at any
time in the present or the future.
TECHNIQUE
The kinesiological response (muscle
testing) is a simple “yes” or “not yes”
(no) response to a specific stimulus. It is
usually done by the subject’s holding out
an extended arm and the tester pressing
down on the wrist (bony bit) of the
extended arm, using two fingers and
light pressure. Usually the subject holds
a substance to be tested over their solar
plexus with the other hand. The test
says to the test subject, “Resist”, and if
the substance being tested is beneficial
to the subject, the arm will be strong. If
it is not beneficial or has an adverse
effect, the arm will go weak. The
response is very quick and brief.
It is important to note that the intention, as well as both the tester and the one being tested, must
calibrate over 200 in order to obtain accurate responses.
If either the tester or the one being tested is dehydrated, errors will occur. A large glass of water
will promptly remedy this situation.
Solar plexus is that region about 2.5 inches above your belly button. The test
subject holds the item over their solar plexus with one hand and extends the
other arm for response in the normal way.
The higher the levels of consciousness of the test team, the more accurate are
the results. The best attitude is one of clinical detachment, posing a statement
with the prefix statement, “In the name of the highest good, ____________
calibrates as true. Over 100 on the Map of Consciousness. Over 200, etc.” The contextualization “in
the highest good” increases accuracy because it transcends self-serving personal interest and motives.
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For many years, the test was thought to be a local response of the
body’s acupuncture or immune system. Later research, however,
has revealed that the response is not a local response to the body at
all, but instead is a general response of consciousness itself to the
energy of a substance or a statement. That which is true, beneficial,
or pro-life gives a positive response that stems from the impersonal
field or consciousness, which is present in everyone living. This
positive response is indicated by the body’s musculature going
strong. For convenience, the deltoid muscle is usually the one best
used as an indicator muscle; however, any of the muscles of the
body can be used, such as the gastrocnemias, which are often used
by practitioners such as chiropractors.
Before a question (in the form of a short statement) is presented, it
is necessary to qualify ‘permission’; that is, state “I have
permission to ask about what I am holding in mind.” (Yes / No) Or,
“This calibration serves the highest good.”
If a statement is false or a substance is injurious, the muscles go
weak quickly in response to the command “Resist”. This indicates
the stimulus is negative, untrue, anti-life, or the answer is “no”.
The response is fast and brief in duration. The body will then
rapidly recover and return to normal muscle tension.
There are three ways of doing the testing. The one that is used in
research and also most generally used requires two people: the
tester and the test subject. A quiet setting is preferred, with no
background music. The test subject closes their eyes. The tester must phrase the ‘question’ to be asked
in the form of a statement. The statement can then be answered as “yes’ or “not yes” (no) by the
kinesiological response. For instance, the incorrect form would be to ask, “Is this a healthy horse?”
rather than make the statement, “This horse is healthy”, or its corollary, “This horse is sick.”
After making the statement, the tester says “Resist” to the test subject who
is holding the extended arm parallel to the ground. The tester presses down
with two fingers on the wrist of the extended arm sharply, with mild force.
The test subject’s arm will either stay strong, indicating a “yes”, or go weak,
indicating a “not yes” (no). The response is short and immediate.
A second method is the “O-ring” method, which can be done a alone. The
thumb and middle finger of the same hand are held tightly in an “O”
configuration, and the hooked forefinger of the opposite hand is used to try
to pull them apart. There is a noticeable difference of the strength between
a “yes” and a “no response. (Rose, 2001).
The third method is the simplest, yet, like the others, requires some practice.
Simply lift a heavy object, such as a large dictionary or merely a couple of bricks, from a table about
waist high. Hold in mind an image or true statement to be calibrated and lift. Then, for contrast, hold in
mind that which is known to be false. Note the ease of lifting when truth is held in mind and the greater
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effort necessary to lift the load when the issue is false (not true). The results can be verified using the
other two methods.
CALIBRATION of SPECIFIC LEVELS
The critical point between positive and negative, between true and false, or between that which is
constructive or destructive, is at the calibrated level of 200 (see Map of Consciousness). Anything
above 200, or true, makes the subject go strong; anything below 200, or false, allows the arm to go weak.
Anything past or present, including images or statements, historical events, or personages, can be tested.
They need not be verbalized.
NUMERICAL CALIBRATION
Example: “Ramana Marharshi’s teachings calibrate
over 700.” (Y / N)
Or, “Hitler calibrated over 200.” (Y / N) “When he
was in his 20s.” (Y / N) “His 30s.” (Y / N) “His
40s.” (Y / N) “At the time of his death.” (Y / N)
APPLICATIONS
The kinesiological test cannot be used to foretell the future; otherwise, there are no limits as to what can
be asked. Consciousness has no limits in time or space; however, permission may be denied. All
current or historical events are available for questioning. The answers are impersonal and do not depend
on the belief systems of either the tester or the test subject. For example, protoplasm recoils to noxious
stimuli and flesh bleeds. Those are the qualities of these test materials and are impersonal.
Consciousness actually knows only truth because only truth has actual existence. It does not respond to
falsehood because falsehood does not have existence in Reality. It will also not respond accurately to
nonintegrous or egoistic questions, such as should one buy a certain stock.
Accurately speaking, the kinesiological response is either an “on” response or it is merely “not on”.
Like the electrical switch, we say the electricity is “on”, and when we use the term “off”, we just mean
that it is not there. In reality, there is no such thing as “off-ness”. This is a subtle statement but crucial
to the understanding of the nature of consciousness. Consciousness is capable of recognising only Truth.
It merely fails to respond to falsehood. Similarly, a mirror reflects an image only if there is an object to
reflect. If no object is present to the mirror, there is no reflected image.
To CALIBRATE a LEVEL
Calibrate levels are relative to a specific reference scale. To arrive at the same figures as in the Map of
Consciousness, reference must be made to that table or by a statement such as, “On a scale of human
consciousness from 1 to 1,000, where 600 indicates Enlightenment, this ______________ calibrates
over _____ (a number).” Or, “On a scale of consciousness where 200 is the level of Truth and 500 is the
level of Love, this statement calibrates over _____.” (State a specific number.)
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GENERAL INFORMATION
People generally want to determine truth from falsehood. Therefore, the statement has to be made very
specifically. Avoid using general terms such as a “good” job to apply for. “Good” in what way? Pay
scale? Working conditions? Promotional opportunities? Fairness of the boss?
EXPERTISE
Familiarity with the test brings progressive expertise. The “right” questions to
ask begin to spring forth and can become almost uncannily accurate. If the
same tester and test subject work together for a period of time, one or both of
them will develop what can become an amazing accuracy and capability of
pinpointing just what specific questions to ask, even though the subject is
totally unknown by either one. For instance, the tester has lost an object and
begins by saying, “I left it in my office.” (Answer: No.) “I left it in the car”.
(Answer: No.) All of a sudden, the test subject almost ‘sees’ the object and
says, “Ask, ‘On the back of the bathroom door.’” The test subject says, “The
object is hanging on the back of the bathroom door.” (Answer: Yes.) In this
actual case, the test subject did not even know that the tester has stopped for
gas and left the jacket in the restroom of a gasoline station.
Any information can be obtained about anything anywhere in current or past time or space, depending
on receiving prior permission. (Sometimes one gets a ‘no’, perhaps for karmic or other unknown
reasons.) By cross-checking, accuracy can be easily confirmed. For anyone who learns the technique,
more information is available instantaneously than can be held in all the computers and libraries of the
world. The possibilities are therefore obviously unlimited, and the prospects breathtaking.
LIMITATIONS
Approximately ten percent of the population is not able to use the kinesiological testing technique for as
yet unknown reasons. The test is accurate only if the test subjects themselves calibrate over 200 and the
intention of the use of the test is integrous and also calibrates over 200. The requirement is one of
detached objectivity and alignment with truth rather than subjective opinion. Thus, to try to ‘prove a
point’ negates accuracy. Sometimes married couples, also for reasons as yet undiscovered, are unable to
use each other as test subjects and may have to find a third person to be a test partner.
A suitable test subject is a person whose arm goes
strong when a love object or person is held in mind,
and it goes weak if that which is negative (fear, hate,
guilt, etc.) is held in mind (e.g., Winston Churchill
makes one go strong and bin Laden makes one go
weak).
Occasionally, a suitable test subject gives paradoxical
responses. This can usually be cleared by doing the
“thymic thump”, as was discovered by Dr John
Diamond. (With a closed fist, thump three times over
the upper breastbone, smile, and say “ha-ha-ha” with
each thump and mentally picture someone or
something that is loved.)
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The temporary imbalance will then clear up. It can be occasioned by recently having been with negative
people, listening to heavy metal rock music, watching violent television programs, playing violent video
games, etc. Negative music energy has a deleterious effect on the energy system of the body for up to
one-half hour after it is turned off. Television commercials or background are also a common source of
negative energy.
As previously noted, the kinesiological method of discerning truth from falsehood and the calibrated
levels of truth has strict requirements. Because of the limitations, calibrated levels are supplied for
ready reference in prior books by David R Hawkins, and extensively in Truth vs Falsehood.
EXPLANATION
The kinesiological test is independent of personal opinion or beliefs and is an impersonal response of the
field of consciousness, just as protoplasm is impersonal in its responses. This can be demonstrated by
the observation that the test responses are the same whether verbalised or held silently in mind. Thus,
the test subject is not influenced by the question, as they don’t even know what it is. To demonstrate
this, do the following exercise:
The tester holds in mind an image unknown to the test subject and states, “The image I am holding in
mind is positive” (or “true”, or “calibrates over 200”, etc.). On direction, the test subject then resists the
downward pressure on the wrist. If the tester holds a positive image in mind (e.g., Abraham Lincoln,
Jesus, Mother Teresa, etc.), the test subject’s arm muscle will go strong. If the test holds a false
statement or negative image in mind (e.g., bin Laden, Hitler, etc.), the arm will go weak. Inasmuch as
the test subject does not know what the tester has in mind, the results are not influenced by personal
beliefs.
CORRECT KINESIOLOGICAL TECHNIQUE
Just as Galileo’s interest was in astronomy and not in making telescopes, the Institute for Advanced
Spiritual Research is devoted to Consciousness research and not specifically to kinesiology. The video,
Power Versus Force (Veritas Publishing, 1995), demonstrates the basic technique. More detailed
information about kinesiology may be found on the Internet by searching for ‘kinesiology’. Numerous
references are provided, such as the College of Applied Kinesiology (www.icak.com), and other education
institutions.
DISQUALIFICATION
Both scepticism (cal. 160) and cynicism calibrate below 200
because they reflect negative prejudgement. In contrast, true
inquiry requires an open mind and honesty devoid of
intellectual vanity.
Negative studies of behavioural
kinesiology all calibrate below 200 (usually at 160), as do the
investigators themselves.
That even famous professors can and do calibrate below 200
may seem surprising to the average person. Thus, negative
studies are a consequence of negative bias. As an example,
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Francis Crick’s research design that led to the discovery of the double helix pattern of DNA calibrated at
440. His last research design, which was intended to prove that consciousness was just a product of
neuronal activity, calibrated at only 135.
The failure of investigators who themselves, or by faulty research design, calibrate below 200 (all
calibrate at approximately 160), confirms the truth of the very methodology they claim to disprove.
They ‘should’ get negative results, and so they do, what paradoxically proves the accuracy of the test to
detect the difference between unbiased integrity and non-integrity.
Any new discovery may upset the apple cart and be viewed as a threat to the status quo of prevailing
belief systems. That a clinical science of consciousness has emerged that validates spiritual Reality is,
of course, going to precipitate resistance, as it is actually a direct confrontation to the dominion of the
narcissistic core of the ego itself, which is innately presumptuous and opinionated.
Below consciousness level 200, comprehension is limited to the dominance of Lower Mind, which is
capable of recognizing facts but not yet able to grasp what is meant by the term ‘truth’ (it confuses res
interna with res externa), and that truth has physiological accompaniments that are different from
falsehood. Additionally, truth is intuited as evidenced by the use of voice analysis, the study of boy
language, papillary-response EEG changes in the brain, fluctuations in breathing and blood pressure,
galvanic skin response, dowsing, and even the Huna technique of measuring the distance that the aura
radiates from the body. Some people have a very simple technique that utilizes the standing body like a
pendulum (fall forward with truth and backward with falsehood).
From a more advanced contextualization, the principles that prevail are that Truth cannot be disproved
by falsehood any more than light can be disproved by darkness. The nonlinear is not subject to the
limitations of the linear. Truth is of a different paradigm from logic and thus is not ‘provable’, as that
which is provable calibrates only in the 400s. Consciousness research kinesiology operates at level 600,
which is at the interface of the linear and the nonlinear dimensions.
DISCREPANCIES
Differing calibrations may be obtained over time or by different investigators for a variety of reasons:
1.

Situations, people, politics, policies, and attitudes change over time.

2.

People tend to pursue different sensory modalities when they hold something in mind, i.e., visual,
sensory, auditory, or feeling. “Your mother” could therefore be how she looked, felt, sounded, etc.,
or Henry Ford could be calibrated as a father, as an industrialist, for his impact on America, his
anti-Semitism, etc.

On can specify context and stick to a prevailing modality. The same team using the same technique will
get results that are internally consistent. Expertise develops with practice. There are some people,
however, who are incapable of a scientific, detached attitude and unable to be objective, and for whom
the kinesiological method will therefore not be accurate. Dedication and intention to the truth have to be
given priority over personal opinions and trying to prove them as being “right”.
Veritas Publishing
Veritas Publishing publishes of the works of Dr. David R. Hawkins, MD, Ph.D.,
DVD by the same name as the book, Power vs Force, is an excellent demonstration of the process.
www.veritaspub.com
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Note:
The Map of Consciousness (MoC) table is based on the common log of 10. It is not a numeric table.
A calibration increase of 1 point is in fact a
10 fold increase in energy.
A calibration increase of 10 points is in fact a
10,000,000,000 fold increase in energy.
Thus the energy differentials are in fact enormous!
Blessing your food achieves an increase of 15 points which is in fact, a quadrillion (1015) jump in
energy.
At the level of 200 on the scale of 1 to 1,000 you achieve a positive level, below is negative.
Example: Any food calibrating below 200 is not life enhancing.
Each time you go into an “arm bending” session:
- Ask permission to ask these questions / test these statements.
- Ask TO BE SHOWN THE TRUTH.
Always ensure you are hydrated – drink a glass of water.

By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.

Long and pray for Divine Love and it will loosen the errors / injuries / unhealed / denied
trapped and/or inherited emotions, resulting in a flowing out, when one embraces Feeling
Healing, of these negative embellishments within one’s soul as Divine Love flows in – Divine
Love being the greatest gift in all the universe.

to OTHERS
to MYSELF

Strive to love others as I am to love myself
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The
Celestial Truth:
Truly all-loving;
Living true to oneself;
Mind supporting Feelings;
Living with the Divine Love;
Fully Healed of the Rebellion and Default.

THE FEELING WAY
Feeling – Ascendance
Unlimited progression
 Living true to your untruth;
 Honouring all your bad feelings;
 Expressing feelings to uncover their
truth;
 Healing the Rebellion and Default
within yourself;
 Feeling unloved; being unloving;
 Feeling as bad as you can feel;
 Feeling like you are no one special;
 Longing for the Divine Love.

CHOICE is OURS to MAKE:

THE MIND WAY
Mind – Transcendence
Limited progression
 Enlightenment, Nirvana, feeling allloving;
 All false, mind-contrived. Anti-truth,
anti-love;
 Still evolving the Rebellion and Default
within yourself;
 Feeling and believing you are the
Superior One;
 Living with your mind in control of
your feelings;
 Living rejecting all your bad feelings;
 Living with your mind contriving you
feel loved;
 Rejecting the Divine Love.

All religions, New Age, agnostic,
atheists, no spiritual interest,
Living the Rebellion and Default.

Hell:
Exploiting the Rebellion and Default.
The Feelings are the doer; the Mind the teller. So we are to go with our feelings, which we
can’t be told to do with our mind. So the longing for the Divine Love, doing our Healing by
expressing our feelings and longing for their truth, are all feelings and doing it with longing.
Whereas the mind just wants to tell us what to do and how to be, no feelings in it, all how our
parents have treated us.
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Our FEELINGS are our SUPREME GUIDES:
Feelings are what guide us through our ascension of truth. So they are really our Supreme
Guides. Many people look for a person, spirit, angel, even God, for supreme guidance, however it’s all
right there already built in – in our feelings. We just have to submit to them, allowing them to take
us where they will, expressing all the parts we want to express, letting the emotion drive that
expression if it’s there to be expressed, or just talking about all we feel and how feeling that feeling
is making us feel – or, how we feel about having that feeling, all whilst longing for the truth of our
feelings. Longing for the truth of our feelings is really: Longing for the truth of our self, because:
we are our feelings. So life stirs up our feelings, we feel being alive; or, being alive means we are
feeling, always feeling; and when we work out what and why we are feeling what we are, so then
we know the truth of how we are. And over time the truth accumulates, and our mind expands
our understanding of ourselves, all being driven from our feelings.
Kevin 26 Sep 2017

Using our feelings to uncover the whole truth of our negative or anti truth and anti
love state.
Kevin: So whilst we’re of an untrue state, then all we have got to help us understand why we feel
bad, why we are wrong, why we are negative and anti love and truth, is our feelings. So if we
focus on our bad feelings, they will lead us to the truth of why we’re feeling bad. Which will be
the truth of what happened to us to make us be this wrong way, and how we took on the wrong
way and keep it going making us feel bad.

Note: The vital difference between emotion and feeling is that emotions
have their roots in the past, and feelings relate to the present moment.
Emotions represent our feelings which were not previously expressed,
and these accumulate with time.
Note: Our feelings are soul-based. Our soul is always in truth. It is
our soul based feelings, that when allowed to be freely recognised,
we will begin to express and be who we are. This takes time and
perseverance as we have encrusted our souls with layers upon layers
of errors and false beliefs, it is these layers that will confuse the
truth that our soul is conveying to us. Only by our progression with our Feeling Healing will our
soul’s expression of truth become clear and free of all cloudiness and contamination.
“What our soul needs in accordance with our own, individual, Soul-Light-Plan-Of-Destiny (your life’s
true destiny plan), They, being our Mother and Father, will give you as required. The only way we can
know truly what we need is to honour and follow our true feelings. They, springing from our soul,
literally telling us what we need, and so when we genuinely feel we need something, we apply our will
to get it. The hard part is knowing if our feelings are true, and until we have done our whole soul-healing,
they won’t be clear and total true.” James – Introduction Course to Divine Love Spirituality
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FEELING HEALING + SOUL HEALING
To heal one’s self is to simply look to see what feelings we are refusing to let ourself feel, and accept
them instead of denying them. And to fully accept them, one needs to express them, speak about them,
let them have their say, rather than pushing them aside, refusing to let them make you feel bad.
Doing this all with the intention of seeking the truth of why you are feeling them, of speaking about and
expressing all such feelings; all feelings you have, but ALL WITH the INTENTION of UNCOVERING
the TRUTH THEY WANT YOU TO SEE ABOUT YOURSELF. And it’s the wanting to see the truth
of them that is very important, because if you just look to accept them and speak and express them, but
not seek their truth, then that’s all you’ll be doing, speaking and expressing them, but not healing their
causes, so not fixing the things within you that are making you feel bad. And it’s the truth part of it,
seeking the truth of your feelings, and so, seeking the truth through your feelings, that’s vitally
important. It’s the truth of yourself, life, nature and God, that is the spiritual aspect to it all.
You CAN’T find the truth of yourself, or anything else, through and with only your mind. You HAVE
to engage and look to your feelings. And so if you choose to allow your feelings to ‘Show You the
Way’, then the truth will come as you express them.
So to do our Soul-Healing consists of these steps, all of which are ongoing until it's done:










Admit you are feeling bad.
Accept your bad feelings, identify what they are.
Honour fully your bad feelings by expressing them, speaking about them to someone who is
willing to hear you talk about them, or tell them out loud to our Heavenly Parents. Long for
the truth of them. Long for the truth of why you feel bad – what deep within you is causing
your bad feelings?
And remember, bad feelings are Good! Not bad. They are not to be despised. And as hard
as it is to accept them, they are still you, and a very real part of you. And if you persist in
denying them and not allowing yourself to fully live them, then you are only going to keep
yourself in your errors making things harder for yourself.
All sickness and suffering, all bad things that happen to you, all your problems, all your
addictions – your whole feeling-denying and untrue life, is all caused by your denial of bad
feelings.
Every problem in the world is brought about because everyone has been brought up to deny
feelings, and in particular, most of their bad ones.

If one is intent on spiritually evolving and growing in truth, then it’s vital, and this is the key, that one
looks to use one’s feelings as the means to gain and have access to the truth of oneself. You CAN’T
find the truth of yourself or anything else through and with only your mind. You HAVE to engage and
look to your feelings. And so if you choose to allow your feelings to ‘Show You the Way’, then the
truth will come as you express them.
Doing your Soul-Healing with the Divine Love, is really doing your 'Feeling-Healing'. We are designed
— created — to be self-revealing of truth, and so we are all to uncover the truth within ourselves and for
ourselves, and all being done by living true to our feelings. If you accept, express and seek the truth
of your feelings, then truth will come to you, and you’ll grow spiritually. It’s as easy as that. Also
it is as easy as it is to long for, ask for and receive Divine Love.
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THE HEALING OF YOUR BAD FEELINGS THROUGH THEIR ACCEPTANCE
AND FINDING THE TRUTH OF THEM, IS THE ACCEPTANCE OF YOUR
NEGATIVE, REBELLIOUS, EVIL, IMPERFECT MIND AND WILL CONDITION.
To do our feeling-healing we need to become:
Aware of – Acknowledge – and Admit, our bad feelings.
So we can:
Accept – them and allow ourselves to Be them.
And then if we feel to, take:
Action – Express, speak and emote them.
Talk about them.
All being done whilst longing to, really wanting to, see the TRUTH of our feelings.
So it sounds simple.
So I repeat:
We accept our bad feelings by expressing – speaking about them to someone willing to listen
to us and take us seriously. And as we speak we long for the truth of them – why we are
feeling them – to be made known to us. And when we uncover and see the truth we are
FREE! – healed of the causes that have made us feel bad.
Accept, Express – see the Truth, and you're Free!
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL YOU FEEL, THINK AND ARE, IS THE KEY TO DOING
YOUR HEALING; THAT, AND WANTING TO SEE THE TRUTH OF ALL YOU
FEEL, THINK AND ARE.

Release one’s pain through expressing one’s feelings.
in conjunction with
Longing for the Truth when also longing for Divine Love.
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Feelings First Spirituality
The New Way
Feelings First
FF
Feeling Free
The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality
Learn to live with God through your Feelings
Accept, express and long for the truth of your feelings
Be free in your feelings
Free your feelings from your mind’s control
Live true to your feelings; your feelings are your true self
Live true to yourself through your feelings

LOVE
TRUTH
LIFE

Live true to yourself by living true to your feelings.
Long for the truth of your feelings.
Accept / Express / Bring out ALL of your good, and most importantly,
BAD feelings.
Want to understand why you’re feeling them.
Use your surface feelings to take you deeper into your repressed and
hidden feelings.

LOVE
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The Feeling Way is the True Way.
Your feelings are your spiritual guide.
Your feelings will take you to God.

TRUTH

Your feelings will show you the truth of your relationships, including
your relationship with God; and if anything is wrong, untrue and
unloving, then why it is.
Our feelings are sacrosanct and we should respect them accordingly. And we should NEVER block
them out, ignore, override, banish, deny or reject them, because if we do, we’re only doing that to
ourselves, as Our Feelings Are Our Self.
Our feelings are the gateway to our soul. Our feelings are the closest we can get to our soul. Knowing
the truth of our feelings is knowing the truth of our soul, and knowing the truth of God.

Feelings First Spirituality is the True path for humanity.
It embraces all people.
It completely unifies the world.
Everyone can relate to everyone else through their feelings.
And we can all live the truth that comes from our feelings, all sharing
the same truths as we express and have the same feelings.
No one need be left out; no one is more special than anyone else – we
are all united in Truth through our feelings.
So with and through our truth we live our lives, therefore without the need of any man-made mind-laws,
rules and restrictions that limit self-expression as inspired by our feelings.

LIFE

The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality is what is to replace all man-made, mind-contrived religions
that so many people have enslaved themselves to. The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality will set us
free of all that control, ending the Rebellion and Default within ourselves as we do our Feeling-Healing,
and ending such control and spiritual stagnation in the world.
Bring on the End Times – get it over and done with! Let’s all see that Jesus is not going to come again,
that Prophecy has failed all the mind-controlled platforms. Allow such false systems of belief to die
their long-awaited natural death, they’ve overstayed their welcome, it’s now time they fade away. So let
us show such antiquated, erroneous systems of belief the exit and bring on the fresh liberation of
discovering the truth of how we are to live for ourselves, each of us personally in our lives, and all by
looking to our own feelings for it. Self-revelation through our feelings is the way to go.
The Way of the Mind is ending, and is really the End Times – the End of our mind control, and it’s
about time! With the Way of our Feelings replacing it.
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The End Times means the end and therefore a New Beginning. And that new beginning is a whole new
Spiritual Age – an age based on self-revelation of truth through one’s feelings, coupled with and
supported by higher revelations from the Celestial spirits, angels and nature spirits.

The Feelings First Spirituality is the True Way to God because it helps you get to know God, helping
you to reach out, connect and be personal with God, and do God’s Will, all through your feelings. It is
the only true way of getting to know the God of Feelings – our beloved Heavenly Mother and Father, the
Great Soul of Divine Love.

Love comes through our feelings and not our mind, as we’ve all been wrongly led to believe.

Feelings First; then comes The Truth; then comes Love.
LOVE is the Religion of Feelings, being:

Feelings First Spirituality, The New Way
Great
U-Turn
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Revelation 1: Our soul becomes encrusted
with harmful ways of life, plus negative and
erroneous beliefs, these mainly stem from our
childhood upbringing and environment. Thus
we live untrue to ourselves, we become ‘evil’.
Whilst we hold to these injuries we limit the
amount of Love that we can receive into our
soul. To open our soul to the Love we must
firstly and progressively feel into our
emotional injuries and allow them to be
released. Until we emotionally experience
past errors and injuries we hold onto them.
To free our soul of damage and toxic emotions
we must open ourselves to experiencing them.
This is a progressive, slow and uncomfortable
cleansing process that we must all experience.
Only by addressing the generational injuries
will we, as humanity, evolve in love.
To fully divest one’s self of our badness, we have to ‘go into’ our feelings. Call this process of
clearing toxic emotions as ‘Letting Go’, ‘Emotional Processing’, ‘Journey Process’ or ‘Feeling
Healing’. Embracing Divine Love then Feeling Healing becomes Soul Healing.
As part of our Feeling-Healing we will have to work our way into all our feelings to see if indeed
they are coming truly from our heart and soul, or if they are being heavily influenced by our
mind. And this will then lead us into questioning and uncovering the truth, if there is any, to
our beliefs and why we behave the way we do; and is such behaviour based on truth, or is it
based once again on untruth, belief, and rules of our mind.
Revelation 2: We can long for, ask for and receive the
Mother and Father’s Divine Love. The greater our soul
is free of error and injury, the more of the Divine Love
can be received and assimilated into our natural love
formed soul. The Love does not free us of injury,
however, it strengthens our resolve to continue on our
journey to be free of error and injury, to step away from
evil aspects that have been encapsulated within our
humanness and soul. It is this Love, the Divine Love,
that brings about immortality of our soul and it is this
Love that will eventually fit us to enter the Celestial
Heavens and progress for ever more onwards to
Paradise. These two revelations free us from error and
enable us to grow in love ever more.

Immortality with the Love.
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REVELATION
James Padgett

1914 – 1923

REVELATION
Marion and James
Moncrief
2002
– ongoing

James Padgett bravely introduced the availability of the
Mother and Father’s Divine Love and a great deal of
additional guidance and information, all of which has been
supplemented by Samuels, Judas, Reid and Arnold. All
writers were under restrictions of personality and
circumstances. Revelation 1 opened the door for humanity.

Marion and James Moncrief have recognised the need for one
to engage in Feeling Healing and, by their actions, removed
restrictions that James Padgett and others above endured,
thus JM is able to critique the writings of the past 100 years
resolving points of confusion as well as expand on what has
been written. Revelation 2 is humanity’s turning point.

Due to the extra-ordinary nature of Revelations 1 and 2, humanity with the first Revelation would
have continued on into its negative pathway of living, however, combining the first Revelation with
Revelation two, now humanity can embrace this turning point and commence its evolutionary
growth that has required two thousand years to put in place. This is the greatest event in the
history of humanity and very few are aware of such, until we enable others to become aware.
Negative Spirit Influence
blocked
22 March 2017
Law of Compensation
quickening
22 May 2017
Rebellion and Default
officially ended
31 January 2018
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GOD
God is God, who is our Heavenly Mother and Father,
being SoulMates. There is only one Soul that is God’s
Soul, that being the Soul of our Mother and Father.
Our Heavenly Parents are the First Soulmates; The Two
Who Are One who have brought us all into being.

Father
Mother

Jesus and Mary are a son and daughter of God.
Jesus of Nazareth and Mary of Magdalene,
being soulmates, where both free of sin.
Jesus and Mary, combined in their love for us,
are our teachers and guidance for us to find our
way home to our Heavenly Parents. To start
this journey we are to liberate our souls from
being entombed within our suppressive minds,
through feeling and longing for the truth of our
feelings via our soul and peel away our injuries
incurred since conception.
Give yourself time to consolidate your relationship with the Mother and Father through the
partaking of Their Love. And whilst you are doing this, you can learn about your healing, all
that’s involved with it, as there are many willing spirits to share their healing experiences with
you.
When you are ready it will start happening simply because you will want it to, it all being
orchestrated by your soul. And when that time comes you will have developed a strong
foundation in your relationship with the Mother and Father for you to work from. We are to
feel our feelings, identify what they are, accept and fully acknowledge that we’re feeling them,
express them fully, all whilst longing for the truth they are to show us.
It is to make longing for God’s Love the priority, and then do one’s healing; should one want to
include God and the Divine Love in one’s feeling healing. This is doing your soul-healing as
you are seeking to heal your soul of all evilness – of that which made you become evil, and
release all the hurt and pain of not being fully and truly loved.
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WE ALL ARE BEING GUIDED HOME:
We need the Spirits of Truth of the Avonal Pair to Heal ourselves; then
once Healed, (and for support (overshadowing) as well through your
Healing), we need the Creator Pair, Mary Magdalene and Jesus’ Spirits
of Truth to see us through the Celestial spheres, while at all times
embracing our Heavenly Mother and Father.
Until Mary and Jesus died and liberated their Spirits of Truth, no one
from any of the worlds could leave Nebadon, because no one knew the
way to do so. Nebadon is our local universe containing some 3.8 million
inhabited physical worlds and their associated spirit worlds.
When we embrace the truths Mary and Jesus are revealing, and start to do
our Feeling Healing, or with Divine Love, Soul Healing, we are then
freeing ourselves up from our parental and self control.

GOD
Father
Mother
M&F

Thus our journey to Paradise, to the home of our Heavenly Parents, is of
our choosing as to when we progress, however, there is only one way:
HUM: Humanity is to ascend. We are self contained. Our soul is
always in truth and perfect at all times. By living true to ourself, true to
our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.

J&M

We are to recognise that being engaged and dominated by our mind is the
wrong way for us to evolve and grow in truth. We are to discard the
mind enslavement that has been imposed upon as by all of our parents.
We are to express our feelings, both good and bad and free ourselves of
the indoctrination that humanity has embraced worldwide.
Live true to your feelings, and you ARE living true, not only to your own
soul, but also true to God’s soul. So doing your Healing by honouring all
your feelings, IS living the will of God. And being fully Healed, IS
living even more truly the Will of our Mother and Father.
AVO: We are to embrace the truths and guidance of the Avonal Pair
through their Spirits of Truth. It is the Avonal Pair’s guidance that will
lead us through our Feeling Healing, and with Divine Love, we will be
able to ascend through the 7 spirit Mansion Worlds and enter the
Celestial Heavens where we also interact with other world’s spirits.
J&M: We are also to embrace the truths and guidance of the Paradise
Pair, Mary and Jesus, who will then lead us through the 3 Celestial
Heavens that are aligned with Earth, and then further on through
Nebadon where we will then depart beyond on towards Paradise.
M&F: Beyond the universal zone of Nebadon, we will be guided by our
Heavenly Mother and Father onwards through the universes to Paradise
where we will be welcomed by them, home for us all, as we are all
Children of God.

AVO

HUM
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WE ALL ARE BEING GUIDED HOME – NOW, HOW TO COMMENCE THE JOURNEY:

GOD
Father
Mother
M&F

For 200,000 years, we have been misled into embracing our mind’s
distortion of wisdom and truth. All such traditional understandings
only lead us in the wrong direction, from which we must turn back
from. Our soul based feelings are always in truth. Our minds are to
follow our soul based truths and feelings, not the other way round, as
we have been brought up to embrace.
We are to connect with our deeper repressed feelings.
We are to long for the truth of what we are feeling.
We are to live true to our selves; by living true to our feelings.
Use your surface day-to-day feelings to connect with your deeper
repressed feelings. Express your surface feelings and your deeper
repressed feelings to uncover the truth of yourself.
We all have feelings which we communicate and share with each
other. And we all have deeper buried and hidden repressed feelings.
Feelings from our early childhood we felt, yet weren’t allowed to
express. These feelings are still within us, waiting to have their say.
These feelings, because they are repressed, cause us all our problems.

J&M

And as we look to uncover, bring out and accept these deeper feelings,
so we’re taken into new ways of looking at ourselves, our feelings, and
our life. We’re setting ourselves free of the controlling patterns that
govern our unloving behaviour.
In this way, we progressively begin to express the personality that our
Heavenly Mother and Father gave us, not the one imposed upon us by
our physical parents and carers. We are to be our true and real selves.
By living true to ourself, true to our feelings, we are living true to
God. It’s that simple.

AVO

HUM

As we, humanity, long for the truth of our feelings, we can also be
assisted by the Spirits of Truth of the Avonal Pair who are our spiritual
teachers for Earth over this coming 1,000 years, to assist us through the
Great U-Turn, away from mind dominance to being soul based feeling
lead. They will assist us through the seven levels of the spirit Mansion
Worlds.
Then the Creator Pair, Jesus and Mary, will lead us through Nebadon
and into the greater universe. Then our Heavenly Mother and Father
lead us home to Paradise.
Collectively, should we embrace them all, as we are to, then our
pathway home is a journey in the hands of the Spirits of Truth of the
Avonal and Paradise Pairs overseen by our Heavenly Parents.
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The Key

HOW TO GET TO PARADISE:

Long for the Divine Love
Long for the Truth
Long for the truth of your feelings
Don’t deny any feelings: accept, express and want to know the truth of them
Know your feelings are the key; your feelings are the Way
Want to end your falseness and being untrue
Want to understand the truth of your early life
Use your surface feelings to move deeper into yourself, bringing up your repressed feelings
Want and long to know the whole truth of yourself
Want to do it all with God, your Heavenly Mother and Father – long to Them for help.

Divine Love

Natural Love

Truth
Feelings

Life
Relationships

LONGING
Our longing drives our life. We long with feelings. We can wish for things using our mind, yet
long for things with our heart. These things in the pyramid are what to long for. Longing for
them, when the longing comes naturally. Longing because you feel you really want them. Long
to be true with all your heart. Long to live true to your feelings. Long to understand the whole
truth of yourself.
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GOD
Father
Mother
Eternal Son
of Truth

Infinite Daughter
of Mind

PARADISE TRINITY:
1.
Our MOTHER and FATHER (God)
(MF) – Divine Love
SOUL (God) – One SOUL that is expressing its two PERSONALITIES, our Heavenly Mother
and Heavenly Father (Soulmates)
2.
ETERNAL SON
(ES) – Divine Truth
3.
INFINITE DAUGHTER
(ID) – Divine Mind
Then: The Second and Third Persons of the Paradise Trinity (ES and ID) are stepped down to
the local universe trinity (Mary and Jesus, Divine Minister (DM), and her Holy Spirit.
The LOCAL UNIVERSE TRINITY:
Our MOTHER and FATHER – Love
1.
MARY M and JESUS
– the Living Truth
2.
DIVINE MINISTER
– Mind (and her Holy Spirit)
3.
HUMANITY – Natural love, sons and Daughters – Truth, and our Angels – Mind
PLANETS that engage in REBELLION:
1.
AVONAL SOULMATE PAIR
2.
DAYNAL – TEACHER PAIRS
So in summary:

– the Feeling Healing process – incarnate
– they do not incarnate

LOVE
Mother and Father

TRUTH
Eternal Son (ES)
Mary & Jesus (MJ)
Humanity (H)
Consider a diamond:

MIND
Infinite Daughter (ID)
Divine Minister and Holy Spirit (DM)
Angels, Nature Spirits, Nature (A)

MF

ES

ID

Divine Love

Natural Love

MJ

Humanity

DM

HA

Nature Spirits, and our
Angels, and Nature
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Creator Son & Daughter
Jesus and Mary

Avonals
as soulmate pairs

Trinity Teachers
as soulmate pairs

Melchizedeks – who have taken over from the Caligastians and Daligastians being also
all as soulmate pairs.
Mortal Souls – human beings who individualise on Earth, then progress through the
spirit Mansion Worlds, then into the Celestial Heavens, and beyond.
Mortal Souls – also being ascending spirits, upon completing their Soul Healing, join
with their soulmate, then join their soul group of 24 mortal spirits, being 12 soul pairs.
It is only as a soulgroup that anyone can progress beyond Nebadon.
The Paradise Pairs are all ONLY concerned with the SPIRITUAL wellbeing and upliftment of the
planets and local universe. Currently to do with Earth:
Mary and Jesus – spiritual wellbeing and upliftment of the whole of Nebadon region.
Avonal Pair – Daynal pairs (Trinity Teacher Daughters and Sons) – Spiritual wellbeing and upliftment
of individual planets and their associated Mansion Worlds.
The Local universal Sons and Daughters are all about the running of the worlds under their jurisdiction,
and ensuring the higher spiritual elements can be employed, or sent astray, as in our cases through the
Rebellion and Default.
Lanonandeks – Melchizedeks (and others, such as Life Carriers and Eve and Adam).
As the Lanonandeks all rebelled – the Lucifers, Satans, Caligastias and Daligastias soulmate pairs – so
the Melchizedeks have taken over their roles, as well as doing their own.
So the Melchizedeks are the governors, overseers, the administrators and advisors and so on for Earth;
they are the ‘controllers’, and they will instigate all that needs to be done to do with the ending of the
Rebellion and Default. And they will enlist the willing help of ascending mortal pairs, so the mortal
Celestials spirits (soulmates when available, and others waiting to unite with their partner), and at times
mortal spirits in the Divine Love Healing Mansion Worlds. And the angels help all of us.
Currently the whole of Creation exists for the ascension of mortal souls from their earth planets to
Paradise. It’s all one vast Grand Ascension Scheme. With all the higher and lower spiritual Daughters
and Sons, together with all the many different angels and other universal spirit personalities, and even
including nature and our very own pets, assisting women and men with their Ascension Journey. It
being: and Ascension of Truth. Everything we do is done to help us grow in truth. (Only everything we
do in our negative state is to deny ourselves our truth from our feelings, which is why we have to do our
Healing.) All women and men are ascending (or growing) in truth through their experiences. And as we
grow in truth by looking to our feelings to show us that truth, so we’re ascending, moving inwards and
upwards through all the worlds and spheres of the Grand Universe to one day arrive on Paradise and
meet our Heavenly Parents. God is providing us, Their children, with this spiritual journey called our
Ascension of Truth. And by living true to our feelings, so we are progressing on our true Spiritual Path
– our Ascension Path.
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Live true to your feelings, and you ARE living true, not only to your own soul, but
also true to God’s soul. So doing your Healing by honouring all your feelings, IS
living the will of God. And being fully Healed, IS living even more truly the Will of
your Mother and Father.

MIND PATHWAY

TRUTH PATHWAY

Mother Father (MF – God)
Eternal Son (ES)
Infinite Daughter (ID)
Mary & Jesus (MJ)
Divine Minister (DM)
Humanity & Angels (HA)
Consider a diamond:

MF

(Truth) ES

ID (Mind)

Divine Love
Truth

Natural Love
Mind

MJ

DM

(Right pathway)
( for Humanity )
Humanity

HA

(Wrong pathway)
( for Humanity )
Nature Spirits, and our
Angels, and Nature

Humanity is to pursue the pathway for Truth through one’s soul based feelings, this is the
right pathway. However, humanity commences its journey founded on natural love, which
we now know is to be perfected through one’s Feeling Healing process and then made
divine through asking for and receiving our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love.
For 200,000 years, humanity has pursued the pathway of the Mind, being that of the brain,
this is the wrong pathway. The Mind is the pathway for Angels and that of all of Nature.
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CREATION of SOUL and SPIRIT:

GOD

God is The Paradise Trinity — the eternal
Deity union of the Personalities: the
Universal Mother and Father; the Eternal Son
of Truth; and the Infinite Daughter Spirit of
Mind.

Father
Mother
Eternal Son
of Truth

Feeling

Infinite Daughter
of Mind

Pathway

Soulmate Pair

Spirit

Person

Mind

The soul of angels is experiential, evolving
through their experience by continually
progressing in mind development. Angels
Pathway are to attain the Infinite Daughter (Spirit) of
Mind. Angels are a creation of Mind.
Our soul is duplex (we have a soulmate) and
is created by our Heavenly Parents. Through
our Feeling Healing we perfect ourselves
enabling the union with our soulmate, as we
progress in truth up through the Mansion
Worlds, celestial heavens and all the way to
Paradise.

Angel

Nature

The soul of each human personality (sons
and daughters of truth) is existential, driving
our personality expression in the experiential.
The soul of each human finds truth by
embracing one’s feelings and longing for the
truth of them. We are to attain the Eternal
Son of Truth. We are a creation of Truth.

The soul of angels is also duplex, yet of the
mind, and they progress in mind evolution to
Paradise. Animals, plants and nature spirits
are also creations of Mind.

Spirit

Neither we nor animals reincarnate. We
never die; upon death, we move into the
spirit Mansion Worlds on our journey to
Paradise. When animals and plants die, be
they the tiny microbe to the mighty elephants
of the land and the whales of the ocean, their
spirit energy returns to the Spirit Collective
Energy. And from this energy are
drawn other animals and the nature
spirits, who then in turn move onto
becoming angels through increasing
mind experience.
A nature spirit is an angel in waiting.
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Feeling Healing – Healing yourself through your feelings.
 Your feelings are the real and true you.
 If you are denying any feelings you are denying yourself.
 If you are denying yourself you can’t ever be truly happy.
 To heal all your pain and suffering, you can look to your feelings for why you are feeling
bad.
 If you want to know the truth of yourself, then it’s your feelings you will need to look to.
 Your feelings hold the hidden keys to unlocking the truth of who you really are.
 Uncover the truth of yourself through your feelings and you will know why you feel all
you do.
 Everything in life, why all that happens to you does, and everything about yourself, can
be explained to you through your feelings.
 Why your relationships might not be as good as you would like, why some might fail,
you will understand through your feelings.
 How to live a good, true, happy and loving life will come to you as you start paying
attention to all your feelings.
 However you will also have to pay attention to all your bad feelings, and this can be very
harrowing.
 By honouring – accepting and then expressing all the bad feelings you feel, you will
slowly bring to light all the reasons why you don’t feel good.
 And as you liberate yourself from these hidden repressed bad feelings, so you will start
to feel better and better about yourself.
 It’s a process, and it can take time, years possibly, but all that’s hard will eventually
pass becoming good.
 Expressing all your feelings, and particularly your bad ones, whilst longing and really
wanting to know the truth of why you’re feeling them, is doing your Feeling Healing.
 You can Heal yourself through your feelings. And in fact, it’s the only way to really heal
yourself.
 And if you wish to do your Healing with God, you can also long for God’s Divine Love.
 Feeling Healing – Using your feelings to heal yourself.
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EMBRACING the WILL of our HEAVENLY MOTHER and FATHER:
Our Heavenly Parents are almighty, all powerful, infinite, and at all times loving.
The love of the Heavenly Parents for their children, woman and man, has been
and is always infinite and ever present.
As one’s faith in our Heavenly Parents evolves, man’s love for his Heavenly
Parents will have no limit.
As man grows in his love, so will man grow in his love for all of God’s creations.
Approach the Source Soul, the Mother and Father, in reverence, without fear or
trepidation, just as a child approaches his earthly parents knowing that open
loving arms are extended to receive him at all times.
As one grows in his love of the Mother and Father, one becomes to know with
certainty that God loves him or her in return, at all times, and that fear is an
illusion created by man’s mind.
By embracing the commandment provided in the 1st century, namely the first:
"This is my commandment, that ye love one another even as I have loved you."
Further, we are to embrace our feelings, identify what they are, accept and fully
acknowledge that we’re feeling them, express them fully, all whilst longing for the
truth they are to show us.
Also as our soul development progresses, our self love grows which also enables us
to step away from:
Any self harm that we may cause which also brings about consequences.
And to move along this path we simply develop our embracement of:
God’s Divine Love; by praying for it, asking for it, and receiving it.
Longing for Truth and Divine Love we can embrace the will of the Father and
achieve freedom from error and harmful ways, thus finding our way home!
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Manifesto of Divine Love:
1.

We love one another as Mary and Jesus, our spiritual parents, love us. And so we seek
their Spirits of Truth.

2.

Our all loving Heavenly Parents, our Mother and Father, we love and honour at all times.

3.

We worship only our Mother and Father, God, and Creator of all things.

4.

We treat our Creator's name with respect and love, and earnestly seek Their Divine Love,
and at all times pray for It, ask for It, and receive It.

5.

We set aside a regular day each week for Sabbath rest and worship of our Heavenly
Parents, God, and seek Their Love so that we may grow closer to Their fountain head of
Truth and Love.

6.

We are to be as we feel, even if it’s sinful, but in doing something that is not in alignment
with God’s Love and Truth will make us feel bad, that is provided we allow ourself to feel
our bad feelings, and so we can then use our bad feelings to find out the truth of why we
feel bad and why that thing we have done is bad. We embrace our Feeling Healing.

7.

We strive to cause no harm to another, nor cause any harm to one’s self. We do not do to
others what we would not have them to do to us. We treat our fellow human beings and
all living things, and the world in general with love, honesty, faithfulness and respect.
Violence, at any times, is never justified. Golden Rule: that one must always honour
another’s will as one honours one’s own.

8.

At all times in our intimate relationships we strive to express and live true to all our
feelings, all so we can use our feelings to uncover the truth they are trying to show. The
truth of ourselves, of our relationships, and the truth of everything else, including God.

9.

We do not covet or steal anything that does not belong to us. Honesty in all
communications, actions, undertakings and activities in all facets of life is our rule of life.

10.

In all that we do, we are to be truthful. We are non-judgemental, for none of us have the
capacity or authority to judge another. We are always ready to forgive all wrongdoing.

11.

We do not desire anything or anyone that does not belong to us. Comparing oneself to
others and longing to have what they have leads to errors. We are to be content by
focusing on the blessings our Heavenly Parents, who made us in Their soul’s
image, provides for us.
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DIVINE LOVE – what does it do?
Divine Love, which is a substance, progressively:
Transforms one’s soul from that which is of natural love to that which is Divine
As natural love is enhanced with the Parent’s Love, we reject our tendency to error
Divine Love, our Parent’s Love, restrains errors, untruths and emotional stress
As we reject the condition to error, we develop our love for our brothers and sisters
Divine Love helps one with the discovery of truth through one’s soul-feeling healing
Our natural intelligence grows, perceptions rise with our soul intelligent feelings
As Law of Compensation is resolved, the Love reduces returning to being in error
Receipt of Divine Love, the Parent’s Love, grows our faith, we become God reliant
As our faith grows our propensity to undertake one’s Feeling Healing strengthens
With the Love, our Feeling Healing becomes Soul Healing, this we are to undertake
Without the Love we remain self reliant and dependent upon our own will power
Only with the Love will our soul condition grow rapidly, all around us also benefit
The Love is the only substance that changes the human soul to that which is Divine
Only by asking and receiving Love do we become fitted to enter Celestial Heavens
Only by asking for and receiving the Divine Love does our soul become immortal.
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What is Divine Love?
It is the Divine Love of God, our Heavenly Parents,
restored to all mankind by the births of Jesus and Mary.
How do we get this Love?
By sincerely asking God, our Mother and Father, and
receiving the Love that passes all understanding.
What happens then?
We are born again in spirit and in truth, our soul opened
to the Soul of God, our Heavenly Parents.
What then do we know?
We know we are all children of God and want to pray
always to our Heavenly Parents, always longing for Truth.
What is the purpose of Feeling Healing?
We are to seek the truth of our feelings and unburden
ourselves from our childhood repression and injuries.
What of the world?
We are at peace in the world and fearless. In Divine Love
and in Truth there is no fear.
What else?
We are to strive to love everyone unconditionally as our
Heavenly Parents and as Mary and Jesus love us.
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The Only Prayer That Man Need Offer to the Father:
(as given within the first century)
The Prayer for Divine Love
2 Dec 1916
I am here, Jesus
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pg6p3rivAZw
P.438 Book of Truths through James Padgett / Jesus
Let your prayer be as follows:
Our Father, who art in heaven, we recognize that You are all Holy and loving and merciful, and
that we are Your children, and not the subservient, sinful and depraved creatures that our
teachers of old would have us believe. That we are the greatest of Your creation, and the most
wonderful of all Your handiworks, and the objects of Your great soul's love and Tenderest care.
That Your will is that we become at one with You, and partake of Your great love which You have
bestowed upon us through Your mercy and desire that we become, in truth, Your children,
through love, and not through the sacrifice and death of any one of Your creatures.
We pray that You will open up our souls to the inflowing of Your love, and that then may come
Your Holy Spirit to bring into our souls this, Your love in great abundance, until our souls shall
be transformed into the very essence of Yourself; and that there may come to us faith--such faith
as will cause us to realize that we are truly Your children and one with You in very substance and
not in image only.
Let us have such faith as will cause us to know that You are our Father, and the bestower of every
good and perfect gift, and that only we, ourselves, can prevent Your love changing us from the
mortal to the immortal.
Let us never cease to realize that Your love is waiting for each and all of us, and that when we
come to You, in faith and earnest aspiration, Your love will never be with-held from us.
Keep us in the shadow of Your love every hour and moment of our lives, and help us to overcome
all temptations of the flesh, and the influence of the powers of the evil ones, which so constantly
surround us and endeavour to turn our thoughts away from You to the pleasures and allurements
of this world.
We thank You for Your love and the privilege of receiving it, and we believe that You are our
Father --the loving Father who smiles upon us in our weakness, and is always ready to help us and
take us to Your arms of love.
We pray this with all the earnestness and longings of our souls, and trusting in Your love, give
You all the glory and honour and love that our finite souls can give.
Amen

MoC

Note: The ‘false teachers’ are our parents, as they are also the ‘evil ones’.
Also, the evil ones, being those parts of one’s mind, that are controlling you.

By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.
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Prayers to our Mother and Father
From ‘Religion of Feelings’ by James Moncrief
Please Mother and Father help me accept my untrue state and bring up all my repressed feelings so I can
see the full truth of why I feel so unloved and all that’s wrong with me.
Please Mother and Father help me see the truth of myself through my feelings.
Please my beloved Heavenly Parents, fill my soul with Your Divine Love. I long for Your Divine Love;
please answer my prayer and yearning to be at-one with You and do Your Will by living true to myself
and all my feelings. Please fill my heart and soul with Your Divine Love – please make my soul like
Yours – Divine.
Please Mother and Father, I want to uncover the whole truth of myself through my feelings. I want to be
able to feel and accept just how bad I am, how bad I feel I am, how bad I’ve been in my life. I want to
know the whole ugly truth of myself, see it and feel it and understand how I came to be it. Please reveal
to me through my feelings all the truth of myself You want me to see. I want to be as You want me to
be; I want to be true and perfect, Healed of all my rebelliousness and self- and feeling-denial; I want to
be good, loving, true and happy, please help me become true to myself, true to my soul, true to You.
Please Mother and Father help me, I’m in such bad pain, I feel so alone, so miserable, so scared, what’s
going to become of me, I don’t understand, what’s the point of me, why have You made me; please help
me see the truth of myself – all the truths of myself, nature, how to be in the world, of You both. I want
to know, I want to know it all through my feelings, all that there is to see, the whole truth and nothing
but the truth. Please help all my pain come to the surface of me so I can embrace and accept and express
it out of me. I want to use my feelings to uncover the truth they are to show me; please help me to do
that.
Please Mother and Father love me. I want You to love me. I want to feel fully loved by You. I don’t
want anything else, only to be with You. Please, that is all I am asking.
Please make me feel how unloving I am. Please show me the horrible truth that I am. I want to see and
feel and understand the worst of me, please take me into my darkest scariest ugliest unwanted rejected
places within myself. I don’t want to feel all the dreadful pain that I know is there locked away inside
me, yet I do also want it all to come up and out of me, and I want to use it to see the truth of my
wrongness, the truth of how evil I am, the truth of my fucked up state. I no longer want to be false,
pretending I am okay, using my mind to make me falsely believe I am good, happy, loved and loving,
when I know I’m not. For how can I be when You’ve brought me into my unloving state, making me be
of it. And as You want me to experience being this negative way, please show me the whole truth of it.
I no longer want to deny any part of myself, or any of my bad feelings. I want them all to come up so I
can express them, emoting their pain, feeling how bad You’ve made me feel all my life and all through
my early life; I want to see why, and so reveal all the truth to myself. I want to be the living truth of
myself, living true to my feelings and the truth they give rise to. Please help me to do my Healing, and
please fill my soul with Your Divine Love.
The mind way is the ‘dead’ way; the feelings way is the ‘alive’ way.
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Examples of some prayers to God:
From ‘Feeling Healing’ by James Moncrief
Please God show me the truth of myself through my feelings.
Please help me see the truth about myself You want me to see.
And please help me feel all my repressed pain; please bring up all my bad feelings so I can express them
and see what it is they are to show me about myself, my life, and You.
And please help me work through my blocks, I want to Heal myself, I want to become true to myself
and true to my feelings and true to You – please help me do that.
Heavenly Mother and Father, I feel so bad, and I know I’m doing it to myself, but I can’t help it. I can’t
stop my compulsive addictions, so will you please bring up the buried feelings in me and show me the
reasons why I can’t stop. Please! I want to know – I REALLY WANT TO KNOW why I do them.
Please help me Mother and Father to uncover the truth of myself. Please, I beg you, please, please,
please show me the truth of them so I can give them up. I hate feeling bad, yet I know I must so I can
keep expressing my bad feelings to see the truth You want me to see, so please help me feel bad.
Please Mother and Father fill my heart and soul with Your Divine Love. Please give me Your Love.
Please love me and make me feel loved by You. I want to feel You close to me, I want You to hold me,
make me feel loved by You. I only want You and to do Your Will. Please help me bring up all my
repressed feelings so I can express them and uncover their truth. Please help me do my Healing. Please
give me Your Love.
I hate you Mother and Father; why have You given me such a shit awful life? I hate myself, I hate You,
I hate everything about my life. I feel so bad all the time. I’ve expressed so many bad feelings and still
I feel bad. It’s not fair, it’s not fair what You’ve done to me. I hate You! And I want You to help me
Heal myself, so I can stop feeling bad. You put me in the shit for whatever reasons, and I want You
now to help me get out of it and show me what it’s all been about. Please help me to Heal myself so I
no longer hate You.
I long for Your Divine Love Mother and Father. Please fill my soul with it. And please help me
uncover the truth of myself through my feelings. I want to see it all! And please make it all end, I’m so
tired of always feeling so bad, please take all my bad feelings away by making me feel them and
showing me the truth I am to see.
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The Padgett Messages, received 1914 to 1923 and published in the Book of Truths, has now been
extended with further session of messages having been received between 2012 and 2013, and titled
“The DIVINE UNIVERSE” via Zara Borthwick and Nicholas Arnold.

The DIVINE UNIVERSE
79. Prayer of the Heart

16 October 2012

I encourage the heart that prays to the Father for the Divine Love. I encourage the heart that loves the
Love, and with sincere aspiration, feels for the Love. If there be any doubt, loss of faith or hardship of
heart, I encourage the heart not to give up or give the Love away. The Father hears your prayers and the
heart be rest assured in this. Never will a good heart be forsaken. As the Father does so do I, see and
hear your heart, and prayers for the Love and the needs for wellbeing. Never give your heart up; trust in
the One who knows your true heart, and there the Father loves you. One may never fully understand
the intricate workings of time, past present and future, but the heart knows faith and Love and the Father
Loves a good heart. Pray with faith, and in your heart my truth and the Father’s Divine Love meet you
there.
I have given you this prayer of the heart so that men and women may draw from its words, strength, love
and faith
Your beloved friend and companion,

Note: Following the writings of James Moncrief, one could consider that any reference to the Father, by
other relevant writers, may be read as a reference to ‘our Mother and Father’. Further, when considering
soul healing, then reference to Divine Love could be referred to as ‘Feeling Healing with Divine Love’.

PRAYER for DIVINE LOVE:
library download pages at
www.pascashealth.com
Kindly visit the library download pages at www.pascashealth.com as further recordings are added.
Should you click on the audio files, you will also be able to download the audio file onto your computer.
Prayer for Divine Love – from the Padgett Messages
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/Prayer%20for%20Divine%20Love%20from%20the%20Padgett%20Messages.mp3

The Voice of Divine Love
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/The%20Voice%20Of%20Divine%20Love.m4a
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The DIVINE UNIVERSE
300. Prayer of Love and Strength

2 February 2013

I am going to write the Prayer of Love and Strength that may help those with their endeavour of heart in
the receipt of the Divine Love:
I pray that I may find the love and strength in my heart to love you more wholeheartedly. I pray that I
may feel this strength as a living truth in my heart and soul as my weakness, due to my condition in my
physical and material struggle, may not become a hardship that casts a long shadow over my day-to-day
living in my faith in Divine Love. I pray that I will not give in to any negativity that surrounds me, or to
the way that at times I cannot seem to be able to help or forgive myself for loosing faith in The One I
love.
I pray that I am receiving Love, your Divine Love that is in great abundance and that my heart partakes
of a small portion of this abundant Love. I ask that your Spirit, The Spirit, convey the Love into my soul
as I have already been receiving into my soul your Divine Love. I pray that your Divine Love gives
greater love and strength to my heart that I may continue in my prayer to receive this Immortal Love.
God, I love you with all my heart even if there be a shadow across my heart, and a lack of humility in
my faith and on my behalf for I recognise that you can love me more perfectly and wholeheartedly than
I can accept for myself.
God, I recognise that you are Soul and that I am a finite soul and that your Love and Spirit are true gifts
for my heart and soul and that I need this Love that you have provided. I pray that from your Love,
more finite love and strength in my faith and heart will enable me to love you even more. I recognise
that I am doing my best in all that life has given and taken away from me and that in my resolve, my
heart knows that your true Divine Love always remains with me and my faith in you. At times I have
left you and left your side and wandered all over the place, lost in the shadows of life and in the nearsightedness of my eye and then, I pray for your Love and your Love fills my heart and my love and
strength return and I accept that you are loving me at all times when I am lost and found. I give you all
my gratitude, love and strength that my heart can give and I desire not to change the world or the spirit
world accepting that your Divine Love will change my soul and in harmony together, I will try for a
peaceful world.
I have provided you with the inspiration to give these words of love and strength that such words may
help one in their experience of God’s Love and Spirit.

By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.
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The DIVINE UNIVERSE
303. The Immortal Prayer

6 February 2013

For those of you who are strong, I will continue to sustain this strength because many of you who
experience the Father’s Divine Love require a great resolve and strength of heart not to give up on the
Truth and not to be saddened by the apparent lack of interest in the most beautiful love that you feel and
know to be true. I will never prevent myself from being with you, who sincerely desire the Divine Love
and, with any feeling of being afraid, alone or insecure, I with my Celestial teachers are present
supporting you. There is no shadow in the Divine Love and for those who are aware of this Love in
faith love and spirit we celebrate the harmony of God’s universe of Love and Spirit.
I pray for the Divine Love, the Immortal Love
Universal Soul God,
My Father, I love and accept you with my heart. I sincerely pray for your Love that will come by The
Spirit and embrace my spirit body conveying your Divine Love into my soul. I humbly ask that you
love me as I love you, and that you continue to love me when in those times I cannot love myself.
I ask that you give me the strength to voice my faith and love to you, and that you may love me in my
weakness and in my strength. I know that I am a soul beautiful to you as you are to me, and that your
Divine Love will be the arrival of Truth that my soul has truly longed for.
I pray that your Divine Love will be the arrival from which will announce the departure of my doubt and
that such faith, love, strength will come to me that I will never doubt you again. And I will never stop
loving you, in the sunrise and the sunset of each day in my life.
I recognise that you are the Source of the Divine Love and the origin of my soul. I recognise that I may
have been lost to you but in truth I was never lost to you and now, I am gathering up all my love out of
my lost-ness in great abundance because I am aware that your Divine Love is present for my soul and I
am free to receive your Love and feel Its’ breath of spirit declare in my heart the Immortal Harmony.
I am receiving your Love, I have received your Love, true Universal God, your Immortal Love.
Amen

LIVE FEELINGS FIRST
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PRAYER of PEACE:
Given to us by Apostle Paul on 7 June 2015:
Let us take a moment together, you and I, as I am here by your side and you and I are by the Father’s
side.
Let us think and feel the Peace that our souls know as prayer comes upon us as sweetly as the Acting
Holy Spirit.
Love is in your physical breath; love is in my spirit breath.
Life is in your living heart and life is in my living spirit-heart.
Let Faith in your essence, and Truth in my spirit essence shine as the Peace of the Father’s Love is
presently upon us.
Here we will remain awhile, as you are Loved where you are and I am Loved where I am.
In the Loving Kindness of Our Heavenly Father,
Let us pray together – you of the Earth and I of the spirit world.
You of the unsighted soul that you are and I am in sight of my soul.
The Divine Love fulfils in the seen and the unseen sight of all our souls.
Let us give our love, our finite love to the Father in prayer; a Prayer for Peace.
Let us give thanks to this beginning; a beginning that is truthful.
We recognise that our natural love is being perfected by the Perfect Fatherly Love, Divine.
Let us in our peace together, express our gratitude for this Love knowing that this Love will forever
remain and that to no end will this Divine Love ever change.
Let us be together in our knowing, you there in your physical life and I here in my spirit life.
Knowing the Love of the Father slowly comes toward its fulfilment in our soul.
And then side-by-side together we live in this knowing that we are perfect in every way and that our
hearts and souls no longer doubt this Living Truth, care and peace of the Father.
Amen.
Message 239 in Traveller, An Immortal Journey, via Zara and Nicholas
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Prayer of Acceptance
Given to us by Apostle Paul on 14 August 2015:
Now my time has come, this minute is at hand;
My love for the Father at heart;
Father, I am the loving soul that I believe my true love and essence to be.
My soul, is my loving, loving you as I open to your Divine Love.
I never need to see myself – my true soul – as being unworthy of your Love and true perfect care.
I, in my beginning here with you, have realised that you exist and that I can experience your beautiful
Divine Love.
In my human life in this minute at hand, I open toward your Soul and Immortal Love.
I know in my heart that I don’t know you very well; I am innocence in this but my soul desires to belong
in your harmony and in your independent and liberating embrace.
I know that all I have is my faith and belief that your Acting Spirit will surround my spirit body as I pray
to you for your Love.
Even here in my prayer I feel that I am fumbling but I recognise the universality of your Divine Love
and Its true abundance and that you can with all your Soul, love my true faith.
I will never take possession or seek ownership of your Truths.
I will show you my acceptance by the way that my soul accepts Your Love and that other people and
spirits are also in the innocence of our receipt of your Immortal Love.
I am worthy to receive your Love;
My true heart’s voice is giving of my love to Your Soul.
My time has come; this minute is at hand,
My prayer for Your Love is our togetherness for forever and one day.
I would also like to recognise to you Father that Your Divine Love is for all souls on Earth and in the
spirit world and that You are Our True Father, the Soul and Source of all Love and Spirit.
Amen.
Message 384 in Traveller, An Immortal Journey, via Zara and Nicholas
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Prayer for the Love
Given to us by Priscilla Stone – a Celestial Spirit with the Spirit of Truth:
Prayer for the Love, that the Soul of God, our loving Father who loves me.
Let me have such belief and faith that the Acting Spirit is present, enveloping my spirit body, and now
my heart can feel the inflowing of the Love into my soul.
Let me not be fundamental about our prayer, for my true soul’s desire for this Love, to be in this Love, is
situated in my heart and the heart of love is my heart filled with goodness.
Let me be good and in this goodness as I trust that my heart is the perfect place for prayer, a place where
I may feel connected, even if for a moment, in my natural essence as the Divine Love envelops my spirit
body.
Then I look into my heart and I find myself accepting the journey I am on, and that whilst I may not
comprehend the fullness of the Father’s Truths, I accept with my belief that my heart and soul is in
prayer, my finite love is received by the Father and that the Originator of all finite souls is Loving me in
peace, at heart.
Message 115 in Traveller, An Immortal Journey, via Zara and Nicholas

Soul within
spirit body
prior to receiving
Divine Love.

Divine Love being received
from The Spirit, covering the
spirit body of the requesting
personality.

Divine Love having been
assimilated within one’s soul,
now being reflected through the
radiance of the spirit body.
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My Prayer for Divine Love
Given to us by ‘Traveller’ – being the voice in unison of Saleeba, Luke and Jesus: (see message 87)
My love forever and a day
Lovely sun and moon how sweet
Over the sea, ever the sea
On this beach my heart opening toward
My glorious finite soul calls out
God, I ask for your Divine Love to be with me
I ask to feel an inflowing of you Love
You know my heart, you know my soul
So you know I am asking for your Love.
Over the sea, ever the sea
I am feeling your Love in my finite soul
From you giving your beloved gift to me
Your beloved gift giving light
I am sailing like a silver star
Over the sea, ever the sea
Like a star my soul now shines
Toward the dawning of this day
I am like a traveller travelling
Over the sea, ever the sea.
Traveller
Message 22 in Traveller, An Immortal Journey, via Zara and Nicholas

LIVE FEELINGS FIRST
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A Reflective Prayer
Given to us by Vivian – a Celestial Spirit:
Father, I can feel you close to me;
I am in prayer for your Love;
I know that you are present with me;
For I can feel your Love
My true feelings are sensitive;
I can feel your presence envelop my soul
I am your true soul;
The soul that you have given life to;
I am here as a soul
Praying for your Immortal life
That comes in the form of your Love;
I feel your Love envelop me
As my love envelops you;
I need only be with you in this moment;
Feeling fulfilled in your Divine Love,
The Love that is fulfilling;
The Love that fulfils my dreams
And perfects all my memories.
I recognise that I am living with you;
And that you have provided me with so much;
That I am truly grateful for
I like the physical nature of the human world;
I like the spirit nature of this spirit world,
And I like that I am soul and that you are loving me
And that you like me
In your Love I feel there is no separation between us now;
Your Love has caused me to realise that I am truly a beautiful soul
And worthy of your Love
I am comforted in my time of reflection
My time being with you enveloped by your peace and quiet
I will reflect upon all the Beautiful Truths that you have given
Which assist me in my progression
Having been in your Love
And experienced your Love in abundance,
I will never take your Love for granted
Being with you is the beauty in my life,
And from my reflective nature,
I than you for the beautiful gifts given and received.
Thank you.
Message 50 in Destiny, The Eternal Message of Divine Love, via Zara and Nicholas
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Prayer of Companionship
Given to us by Apostle Paul:
Heavenly Father,
I am alone as I come to you in prayer,
I humbly ask for your Love and for you to be close to me;
I am the soul that you know me to be,
And my heart and soul needs companionship at this time.
I am in my faith as I draw close to you at heart;
Day by day; night-by-night, my faith is also becoming my true companion.
My faith that is hewed out of my journey and destiny
Living and feeling Your Love
I know, for I have faith
That you are near to me and that you receive my finite soul’s love
I have felt alone much of the time since I have become aware of Your Love.
There are many distractions around me
And the social drama that happens seems to almost draw me away from being in Your Love.
I feel at times that I have left You;
Absorbed in the social tide of life
And this makes my soul feel sad
For I know that there is an abundant Love present for me
To feel Your true companionship.
I forget you at times,
But my heart knows that at a single moment,
I can open toward you and feel the presence of Your Love
And this affirms to me that I am with my true companion again.
I ask for greater faith
And I know that there are other people and loving spirits
Who are aspiring in their heart and soul
For greater companionship with You
I will accept any fears that I may have, about my being on my own
In this world as I am aware in Your Love
You are the True Companion for you will never abandon my soul;
And as I feel Your Love, as the sun rises as the sunsets,
In quiet prayer I gain all the confidence that I am being Loved
In our companionship together
And I love you.
Amen
Message 73 in Destiny, The Eternal Message of Divine Love, via Zara and Nicholas
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On the WINGS of a BUTTERFLY: No 12, Traveller, an immortal journey, via Zara and Nicholas
Once upon a time there was a butterfly sitting with closed wings in a person’s heart. This
butterfly had been sitting with wings closed for a long time. The person couldn’t figure out
why they always felt a little sad. One day, this person asked another person why they feel sad.
The response happened quickly and the person didn’t like the response. It was said that
perhaps your soul is sad. Several days passed and soon that person found themselves sitting by
the sea. The sea has great longing to it. As the sun shone on a late spring day, the person
thought about their soul and that perhaps, the person’s remark was true, and that this person
was a messenger of some sort. Suddenly a breeze swept through the beach and the person
heard a distinct voice speak directly to him! The voice said, “Let your soul breathe in Divine
Love.” That was all the voice said.
The person didn’t know
what the Divine Love was
or where it was, but now
the sadness had greater
longing so the person
decided to breathe in the
Divine Love and just like
that – the closed wings of
the butterfly opened and
the person’s sadness
started to dissolve.
Happiness will be mine the
person thought upon
feeling the Love and this
will take time for me to
learn how to live such
happiness.
Never again, in the heart
of that person, did the
butterfly close its wings.
Traveller
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To liberate one’s real self, one’s will, being one’s soul, is by embracing Feeling
Healing so to clear emotional injuries and errors. With the Divine Love, then one is
also Soul Healing. We are to feel our feelings, identify what they are, accept and
fully acknowledge that we’re feeling them, express them fully, all whilst longing for
the truth they are to show us.
Our salvation IS by embracing Feeling Healing with the Divine Love.
God's Divine Love: Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it.
Please Mother and Father, may I receive Your LOVE.
“Every day is a day of devotion.”
Follow your heart, follow your love and do that in loving action, your inner love leads in your asking
the Soul of God to receive a little of the Love to strengthen one’s resolve to heal.

“I love you Father.” “Let the Divine Love proclaim its energy into my soul.”
“Mother – Father, I desire your Love and I am loving you.”
“Soul God, I love you and I love receiving and experiencing your Divine Love.”
“True Soul God, I am here, I am aware of your Love. Please hear my aspiration for
your Love and as I approach you from my soul, I can feel your Love in the way that
you are loving my soul.”
Try it; give the Feeling Healing and Love a go! If you want to shine, receive the Love.
One can simply receive the Love without following any religious or spiritual teaching taught by man!
Emotional errors and injuries cause encrustment around the soul, the soul is never damaged however,
the encrustments retard love energy flow to and from the soul. Feeling Healing melts such injuries.

Three Great Truths:
 God is Soul, being our Heavenly Mother and Father;
 that each individual soul is a duplex – both male and female;
 and Feeling Healing with Divine Love is the pathway to Paradise.
PRAYER for DIVINE LOVE:
library download pages at
www.pascashealth.com
Kindly visit the library download pages at www.pascashealth.com as further recordings are added.
Should you click on the audio files, you will also be able to download the audio file onto your computer.
Prayer for Divine Love – from the Padgett Messages
(Medical – Spiritual References)
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/Prayer%20for%20Divine%20Love%20from%20the%20Padgett%20Messages.mp3

The Voice of Divine Love
(Medical – Spiritual References)
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/The%20Voice%20Of%20Divine%20Love.m4a
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VISUALISATION with LONGING:
Holy Spirit infusing Divine Love.
Progressive escalation of Divine Love
flowing.
Visualise yourself as you were when
young and with an empty bowl, and
then thankfully ask the Mother and
Father for Their Love – Their Divine
Love:

"Please, Mother and Father, I want
some more."
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SPIRITUAL REVELATIONS and the REINTRODUCTION of DIVINE LOVE:
Six hundred years before the coming of Jesus of Nazareth, there were several world teachers introducing
progressive spiritual and loving teachings. After the time of Jesus, we waited six hundred more years
before another world teacher delivered upon Earth a spiritual platform.
This has occurred again during the 1900’s with the delivery of spiritual teachings that continues today.
These gifts for humanity started with messages successfully conveyed through James Padgett on 31 May
1914. Between 1914 and 1923 some two and half thousand messages were documented. A student of
Padgett’s messages, Dr Daniel Samuels, continued the work from 1954 to 1963. A student of both these
works received the Judas Messages between 2001 and 2003. Students of all these works are now
recording and publishing further expansive materials; both the Richard Messages and the Divine
Universe were received during 2012 to 2013. Thus this program has been in progress for 101 years.
The Book of Truths – incorporating the Padgett Messages edited by Joseph Babinsky
1914 – 1923
True Gospel Revealed anew by Jesus Vol I, II, III, IV (Padgett Messages) by Geoff Cutler
The Revelations via Dr Daniel Samuels
1954 – 1963
Judas of Kerioth edited by Geoff Cutler
2001 – 2003
The Golden Leaf via Zara Borthwick and Nicholas Arnold
2008
The Richard Messages via James Reid
2012 – 2013
The Divine Universe via Zara Borthwick and Nicholas Arnold
2012 – 2013
Celestial Soul Condition via Zara and Nicholas
2013
Shining Toward Spirit Vol I, II, III via Zara and Nicholas
2014 – 2015
Family Reunion Afterlife Contact by Joseph Babinsky
2014 – 2015
Traveller and Destinyvia Zara and Nicholas
2014 – 2015
James Moncrief 10 major publications
2015 ongoing
These are available mainly through
www.lulu.com
Currently, there are further supportive publications. As one investigates these revelations and develops
their own soul condition then one can perceive further possibilities and the resulting questions lead to
further development of the material. It is most apparent that these communications will continue to
develop greater and more spiritual explanations. However, it is understood that the series commencing
with the Padgett Messages on 31 May 1914 and continuing.
By the middle of the second century, much of what Jesus of Nazareth taught was lost. Most importantly
was the loss of his teachings regarding Divine Love, the Spirit Love, that all can receive should they so
ask:
God’s Divine Love, pray for it, ask for it, and receive it.
The experience of living with Divine Love is now the blessing of many. Those with this love have a
burning desire to share their experience with others. This is what we will do.

“Never can one man do more for another man than by making it known of
the availability of the Feeling Healing process and Divine Love.” JD
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Primary recommended reading: consider commencing with: Paul – City of Light
The Book of Truths
1914 – 1923 xxx – Joseph Babinsky
containing the Padgett Messages or
Little Book of Truths
– Joseph Babinsky
True Gospel Revealed anew by Jesus Vol I, II, III, IV
xxx – Geoff Cutler
The Rejected Ones
2002 – 2003 xxx – James Moncrief
Messages from Mary & Jesus
2003
xxx – James Moncrief
Paul – City of Light
2005
xxx – James Moncrief
Mary Magdalene and Jesus'
comments on the Padgett Messages
2007 – 2010 xxx – James Moncrief
Speaking with Mary Magdalene & Jesus 2013 – 2014 xxx – James Moncrief
Sage and the Healing Angels of Light
2017
xxx – James Moncrief
Road map of Universe and history of Universe:
The Urantia Book
1925 – 1935
xxx as primary reading
Divine Love supporting reading:
Revelations
1954 – 1963
– Dr Daniel Samuels
Judas of Kerioth
2001 – 2003
– Geoff Cutler
The Golden Leaf
2008
– Zara & Nicholas
The Richard Messages
2012 – 2013
– James Reid
The Divine Universe
2012 – 2013
– Zara & Nicholas
Family Reunion Afterlife Contact
2014 – 2015
– Joseph Babinsky
Traveller, An Immortal Journey
2014 – 2015
– Zara & Nicholas
Destiny, Eternal Messages of Divine Love 2015 – 2016
– Zara & Nicholas
Feeling Healing
2017
– James Moncrief
Religion of Feelings
2017
– James Moncrief
The Way of Divine Love
– Joseph Babinsky
Divine Love – The Greatest Truth in the World
– Joseph Babinsky
The Human Soul
– Joseph Babinsky
Divine Love Flowing
– Joseph Babinsky
The Truth
– Werner Voets
Through the Mists, The Life Elysian, The Gate of Heaven
– Robert James Lees
Life in the World Unseen
– Anthony Borgia
Gone West
– J M S Ward
Post Mortem Journal
– Jane Sherwood
After Death / Letters from Julia
– William T Stead
Thirty Years Among the Dead
– Carl A Wickland
A Wanderer in the Spirit Land
– Franchezzo
Life Beyond the Veil Vol I thru to V – Rev George Vale Owen – Geoff Cutler
The Holy Bible from the Ancient Eastern Text
– Dr George M Lamsa
Available generally from:
www.lulu.com
www.amazon.com
www.bookdepository.com
For Divine Love focused websites and forums:
Pascas Health:
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html
Spiritual Development:
http://new-birth.net/spiritual-subjects/
Padgett Books:
http://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.htm
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James Moncrief’s books, the Padgett Messages and The Urantia Book at:
DIVINE LOVE SPIRITUALITY – DLS:
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html
All Padgett Messages (for condensed versions – see below)
1914 – 1923 Pages 945
The Urantia Book
(see suggested papers to read below)
James Moncrief Books:
MoC
The Rejected Ones – the Feminine Aspect of God
1,490 Nov 2002 – Jan 2003 228
Messages from Mary and Jesus book 1
1,485 Feb – Apr 2003
189
Messages from Mary and Jesus book 2
1,485 Apr – Oct 2003
170
Mary Magdalene and Jesus' comments on the Padgett Messages – book 1
Aug 2007
164
Messages from 31 May 1914 – 12 January 1915
1,495
Mary Magdalene and Jesus' comments on the Padgett Messages – book 2
Sep 2010
177
Messages from 13 January 1915 – 29 August 1915
1,494
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 1
1,490 Jan – Apr 2013
206
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 2
1,489 Apr – May 2013
229
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 3
1,490 Oct – Jan 2014
187
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 4
1,491 Jan – May 2014
191
Mary Magdalene comments on Revelation from the Bible KJV
1,485 Dec 2013 – Jan 2014 84
This group being pages of 1,825
Paul – City of Light
1,488.5
2005 149
Ann and Terry
2013 235
Feeling bad? Bad Feelings are GOOD!
feeling-healing book 1
2006 179
Feeling bad will make you feel BETTER – Eventually!
feeling-healing book 2
2006 159
Breaking the Golden Rule.
feeling-healing book 3
2006 168
Feeling-Healing exercises, and other healing points to consider.
2009 175
Cathy and Mark – a novel introducing Feeling-Healing.
2010 151
Introduction course to Divine Love Spirituality
2006 139
Speaking with the Dead, Death and Dying
2009 173
Spirits and their Childhood Repression Healing
2010 179
With Verna – a nature spirit
2008 279
Communication with spirits – meet a spirit friend
2010
37
Introduction to Divine Love Spirituality website
362
Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light
2017 260
Divine Love Spirituality
1,500
2017 201
Feeling Healing – you can heal yourself through your feelings
2017 153
Religion of Feelings
1,500
2017
47
This group being pages of 3,046
Religion of Feelings
http://religionoffeelings.weebly.com/
Introduction to Divine Love Spirituality
http://dlspirituality.weebly.com/
Main website of DLS
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/
Childhood Repression website
http://childhoodrepression.weebly.com/
DLS and CR forum
http://dlscr.freeforums.net/
http://withmarymagdaleneandjesus.weebly.com/blog---and-free-books-speaking-with-mary-and-jesus
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FEELING HEALING and SOUL HEALING with the DIVINE LOVE:
James Moncrief Publications:
all publications are free downloads:
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html
It is suggested for one to consider reading as follows:
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus – books 1 – 4
These four books encapsulate the second of the revelations with the first having been introduced by
James Padgett one hundred years previously. These four books provide a wide range of guidance that
has never previously been made available.
Paul – City of Light
As a gentle intro into the Divine Love and Healing; being James Moncrief’s first novel and it’s been
criticised as being too heavily clichéd, but that’s the point because it’s a reflection of how he was back
then.
Ann and Terry
For an example of people who might want to immediately start working on themselves and doing their
Healing.
Feeling Bad? Bad Feelings are GOOD
For more understanding about our denial of our feelings and why we should not deny our feelings, and it
includes how it all came about for James, using himself as an example.
Feeling bad will make you feel BETTER – Eventually!
This includes specific examples of Marion and James working on expressing particular bad feelings,
again with the hope that it will help others gain something of an idea as to what’s involved in doing your
Feeling Healing.
Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light
Through Sage who's 13 years old, the story is primarily about the two aspects of healing; that being,
with the help of our angels, and the full Healing we can do by looking to our feelings for their truth.
Religion of Feelings
Feeling Healing

Welcome to LOVE – the Religion of Feelings
you can heal yourself through your feelings

So these books, including the four Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus books, provide the essence
of it all and are examples of James’ work. Then it’s up to whatever takes one’s fancy. Other reading to
consider may include:
The Padgett Messages being published as:
The True Gospel Revealed Anew by Jesus volumes 1 – 4
Book of Truths by Joseph Babinsky
The Urantia Book

Release one’s pain through expressing one’s feelings.
in conjunction with
Longing for the Truth when also longing for Divine Love.
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FEELING HEALING with DIVINE LOVE is SOUL HEALING:
A collection of ‘papers’ that draw together specific topics including all of the above and more from other
sources of information and revelation designed to help increase one’s awareness about why we have the
problems we do and how to heal them, all whilst living a more healthy and sustainable life. They
provide a brief snapshot of the more complicated topics and issues.
Firstly, consider discovering the truth of your emotional pain through Feeling Healing.
Secondly, consider longing for our Heavenly Parents’ Love as you progress with your healing.
Primary and most important readings are the writings of James Moncrief.
Then consider the Padgett Messages, and then The Urantia Book.
Pascas Papers, being free, are located within the Library Downloads www.pascashealth.com
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html
PASCAS – document schedule.pdf
downloadable index to all Pascas Papers.
FH denotes Feeling Healing; SH denotes Soul Healing, which is: Feeling Healing with the Divine Love;
DL denotes Divine Love – living with the Love.
PASCAS INTRODUCTION NOTES: All papers below can be found at Library Downloads link..
Pascas Care Letters A Huge Upturn
Pascas Care Letters Big Revelation
Pascas Care Letters Feeling Healing Benefits Children
Pascas Care Letters Feeling Healing Way
Pascas Care Letters Little Children
Pascas Care Letters Women’s Liberation and Mother
MEDICAL – EMOTIONS:

Pascas Care – Feeling Healing
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing All is Within
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Health
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and History
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Parenting
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Rebellion
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Starting
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Will
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Angel Assistance
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Being Unloved
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Child Control
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Childhood Repression
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing End Times
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing is Rebelling
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Live True
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Mary Speaks
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing My Soul
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Perfect State
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Revelations X 2
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing the Future
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Trust Yourself
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Versus Cult

PA S
SCA
PER
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DIVINE LOVE and DIVINE TRUTH Revelations and Teachings escalating:

As we progressively become
aware the availability of Divine
Love and embrace our Soul
Healing, more and more
profoundly developed teachings
will be introduced to us by our
Celestial Spirit friends.
Divine Truth teachings will
continue to expand in detail and
complexity as we become ready
and willing to receive same
through doing our Feeling
Healing. This journey was
commenced for us by James
Padgett and James Moncrief.
101 Years: FEELING HEALING
and the DIVINE LOVE:
2013 – 2014 Speaking with MM & J
2007 – 2010 Comments on Padgett
2005
Paul – City of Light
2003
Messages Mary & Jesus
2002
The Rejected Ones
Various auxiliary writings including
1954 – 1963 Revelations via Samuels
1914 – 1923 Padgett Messages

Are we ready and willing
to embrace what is
waiting for us to enjoy?

We are a young experiential
inhabited planet. As we grow in
Love and embrace our Feeling
Healing, then we become into a
condition by which we can ask for
and receive guidance in how to
achieve developments for the
benefit of all of humanity.
As we apply these gifts freely for
the welfare of all, then we will be
provided assistance to advance
our capabilities. Energy enables
communications which in turn
enables universal education.
With education everything is
possible.

UNIVERSAL Roadmap and Structure
1925 – 1935 The Urantia Book
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SOUL CONDITION luminosity is reflected through one’s spirit
body, thus all spirit people can see the relative condition of another.
In this same way, a spirit person can see the soul condition of those
living within a physical body.

This document overall, calibrates on the MoC at 1,390
perceived truth MoC 880 – relative truth potential MoC 1,390

